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The Assassination Records and Review Board, in its 

investigation of the authenticity of the Zapruder film, 
interviewed a number of people at the CIA's National 

Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC) about their 

handling of the film in November, 1963. Shown is the 

report of one such meeting, in which there are a num- 

ber of recollections about the film and its handling that 
are at stark variance with the “official” version of same. 
For discussion of this and many other fruits of ARRB 

investigation, see “The Zapruder Film: A Study in De- 
ception,” this issue. 

This issue is dedicated to the memory of my friend 
and fellow-seeker, John E. Long. 
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THIS/LL JUST TAKE A MINUTE 

by 
Kevin Brown 

Even though I’ve always strongly felt that John 

Kennedy’s assassination came as the result of a con- 

spiracy, | must admit I’m starting to soften up a bit. Usu- 

ally the conspiracy articles | find in these pages are well 

thought out, with authors speculating on the known facts, 
but every so often one comes along that seems to defy 

all logic, delving into an expanded plot featuring a cast 
of thousands that even DeMille would have found ex- 
cessive. 

it's at these moments when I’m reminded that no mat- 

ter whose argument makes more sense to you, whether 

it’s Gerald Posner or Oliver Stone, you still have to take 
a leap of faith in order to believe it, because after we're 

done memorizing all the names, dates, and places of 
this ugly slice of American history, all we have are our 
opinions of what the evidence means. We don’t have 
proof we're right, one way or the other. . 

I know this is a distressing notion for some critics. | 

could be accused of copping out, or even of being some 
government stooge on a propaganda mission for his sin- 

ister overlords. But! believe that any chance of getting 
the truth died with Oswald (and possibly Ruby), and | 
refuse to tell myself I know something that is unknow- 

able. The rallying cries of some—the notion that we 

must toss aside the questions in this highly debatable 
body of evidence and agree on one answer—is the same 
thing in my mind as standing on a street corner, scream- 

ing at passers-by that they’re going to Hell if they don’t 
repent. 

| don’t mean to sound as if researching the JFK murder 

is a waste of time, because it certainly isn’t. We con- 

tinue to learn more about Oswald, even at this late-date. 

One topic | always felt we weren't getting the whole 
story on was his defection, and the real nature of his 

American intelligence link, starting with his Marine ser- 

vice. With hard work and a little luck, hopefully we'll 

see that resolved. But if it should happen, will the house 

of cards really fall? Will that lead us straight to the an- 
swer of who pulled the trigger(s) in Dallas? 1 doubt it. 
The conspiracy | envision was a small one, with no di- 

Kevin B. Brown 
406 Society Place 
Newton, PA 18940 

rectly incriminating paper trail. 

Denial over the probability that we will never know 
what happened has been eating away at the conspiracy 
argument from the inside. With no answer in sight, some 
critics have turned on each other, debunking opposing 
personal theories in order to attain as many temporary 
victories as they can. This doesn’t help the image of the 
critical community. Neither does the stigma that is au- 

tomatically given to anyone who enters the debate on 

the side of Earl Warren and Co. When these strangers 

arrive in town, the question immediately looms: who 
are they really working for? 

The biggest name of this group is Gerald Posner. While 

| disagree with practically everything in CASE CLOSED 
other than the fact that Kennedy was shot on a Friday, | 

really feel the accusations leveled at Posner have reached 
the level of self-satire. 

| recently met Posner at the New York Hilton for the 

28" Annual American Society of Journalists and Authors 

(ASJA) writer's conference. Posner spoke at the midday 

luncheon, as did Lindbergh author A. Scott Berg. He 
talked at length about the various ways he has gone about 
acquiring information for his books, and when it came 

to CASE CLOSED, he discussed Yuri Nosenko. 

As we know, Nosenko was the KGB officer who 

handled Oswald's file while he lived in Russia. Nosenko 
defected in 1964 and was held as a prisoner by the CIA 

under suspicion of being a false defector and spy. After 

eventually having been cleared of any wrongdoing, 
Nosenko was relocated by the CIA and now lives some- 
where in the US under a different name. 
Obviously, access to Nosenko isn’t easy, and any in- 

vestigator seeking it needs to go through the CIA first. 

When Posner did just that, it raised the question of how 
does one go about keeping their objectivity intact while 
relying on the CIA for help? This has always been a 
valid question for me. 

In his speech Posner maintained it was ultimately 
Nosenko’s decision whether or not to answer his re- 

quests. He related that it was Nosenko’s fear that he 

was still on a KGB hit list, and that was enough to keep 
him silent. By luck, Posner said his requests to meet 
Nosenko happened to coincide with the dissolution of 

the Soviet government, and Nosenko felt it was safe to 
talk. 

This will undoubtedly sound like too convenient a story 
for some of you, even though it’s plausible. Afterwards 
| asked Posner that even if the CIA didn’t get involved 
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other than to act as the middle man between Nosenko 
and him, didn’t he think they were glad he came along? 

He replied that it was likely, but really not that impor- 
tant since the Nosenko/Oswald connection was ulti- 
mately devoid of any real juicy details. 

| must admit that answered the question for me. Of 

course there were many other things that | wanted to 

get to, but there wasn’t time. As | left the conference | 
couldn’t help thinking about the extreme negative reac- 
tion Posner has received, and finally the question” 
emerged: Did the critical community | miss a grand op- 
portunity? 

You know, the greatest thing about the film JFK when 

it Came out was that it forced a dead issue back into the 
national spotlight and filled newspapers and TV shows 

with rabid debates. Suddenly, dignified old men like 

Gerald Ford and David Belin were hopping into the ring 
with Stone. Numerous Warren friendly journalists like 

Tom Wicker and George Lardner also joined the fray, 

reacting like sleeping lions who had just been poked 
with a stick. | loved every second of it. It was a re- 

newed chance for the public to see if the old arguments 

_ for Oswald as a Communist misanthrope had stood the 
test of time, or if they were justified in voting for a con- 
spiracy in all those opinion polls. 
When Posner came along, things quickly reversed. It 

was the critics’ turn to defend themselves, and instead 

of rising to the challenge, they reacted just as poorly as 
their opponents did. Even though we continue to see 

sound rebuttals of some of Posner’s arguments, what 

seemed to stick was the name-calling and accusations 
of hidden motives. It’s a shame, because all debate over 

this assassination should be healthy and thought- pro- 

voking, especially for the benefit of those who are new 

to it, and are undecided about where they stand. 
In a few years the assassination will turn 40 and this 

journal will undergo another name change. I'll still be 
a conspiracy proponent then, but one who's willing to 

tolerate that someone else could interpret the evidence 

differently. 1 might even be so bold as to suggest that 
this wouldn't be a bad starting point for everyone who 
takes this case to heart. 

te 

THE SCHOOLBOOK BUSINESSMAN 

by 
William Weston 

In a book called REASONABLE DOUBT, author Henry 

Hurt makes a compelling argument that Oswald’s gun 
purchases were done as an assignment to gather evi- 

dence for a Senate Investigative Committee chaired by 
Senator Thomas J. Dodd. The Committee was trying to 

show that anyone with a little money could get guns 

through the mail. There was no contro! over who could 
get them. Children, criminals, and cranks using ficti- 

tious names could get any kind of weapons. To prove it, 
“Hidell,” was to order a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle from 

Kleins Sporting Goods in Chicago. During the summer, 

when Oswald was living in New Orleans, he was often 
‘seen reading gun magazines in Adrian Alba’s parking 
garage. From one of the magazines he tore out a mail 

order coupon, which he kept in his possession, but never 

used. Oswald asked Alba a lot of questions regarding 

mail order purchases, such as how many guns Alba had 
ordered how long it took to get them, and where he had 
to send for them. 

Hurt does not believe that the Dodd Committee had 
an official connection to Oswald, but he thinks that 

someone falsely representing himself as a committee 

investigator had met with Oswald in order to steer him 

into a self-incriminating direction. The purchase of fire- 

arms through the mail left a paper trail that could be 
used later in a frame-up job. As it turned out, the rifle 

that Oswald bought was tied into the Kennedy assassi- 
nation and his revolver was tied into the Tippit shoot- 
ing. [1] 

Another Oswald connection to guns popped up in San 

Antonio, Texas during the fall of that same year. The 
San Antonio offices of the FBI and the Army Criminal 

Investigative Division (CID) were getting frantic in their 

search for some way to infiltrate a military ordinance 
smuggling ring that was operating out of Fort Hood. M- 
16's by the hundreds were being loaded onto flatbed 
trucks and taken out the back gate. The culprits even 
stole a medium tank. These weapons were being used 

in the secret war against Castro. A break in the Fort Hood 
case finally came when an undercover agent named 

William Weston 
10291 D’Este Drive 

Anaheim, CA 92804 
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Frank Ellsworth managed to infiltrate the operation 
through his contact, John Masen, a gun dealer in Dal- 

las. Masen just happened to be an Oswald look-alike. 
To make a long story short, Captain George Nonte, the 
chief officer in charge of ordinance, was exposed as the 
ring leader on October 24, 1963 and consequently be- 
came an informant for the FBI. [2] 
The investigation of Nonte’s gun smugglers was con- 

ducted at a federal office building in Alamo Plaza, where 
the FBI and CID offices were located. Five miles from 

that building was the city airport. Here Oswald - the 

real one | believe - made the claim that he was in the 
business of “schoolbooks.” Strangely enough, this claim 
was made more than five weeks before he got his job at 
the Texas School Book Depository. His reference to 

“schoolbooks”, | believe, was not made in anticipation 

of a new career in the field of educational materials, but 

rather it was made in accordance with an ongoing as- 
signment to gather more information on the gun trade. 

In an article called “The Glaze Letters,” | presented a 

theory that illegal shipments of firearms were being trans- 

ported under the guise of schoolbooks. The main points 
in that article were the following: 

1. The assistant manager of the Book Depository, Wil- 

liam Shelley, was revealed by a journalist named Elzie 
Dean Glaze to have been an agent in the CIA. On the 

day of the assassination, Shelley was engaged in activi- 

ties that were highly suspicious, such as observing the 

escape of an assassin and failing to report it. He also 

seemed to have had a role in making sure Oswald got 
away in a Nash Rambler station wagon, ten to fifteen 
minutes after the assassination. 

2. The building occupied by the Book Depository was 

owned by D.H. Byrd, a wealthy, right-wing Texas oil- 

man, who along with Hunt and Murchison had much to 
lose if Kennedy accomplished his goal of taking away 
the oil depletion allowance. 

3. Byrd was the head man in charge of the Civil Air 

Patrol in the states of Texas and Louisiana. Among those 

in the Louisiana unit were Lee Harvey Oswald, David 

Ferrie, and Barry Seal. These three men were undoubt- 
edly linked to the CIA; it therefore stands to reason that 
their commander was too. 

4. Ferrie and Seal under the guise of Byrd’s Civil Air 
Patrol were involved in transporting illegal shipments of 

firearms in big wooden crates from Moissant Airport. 
[3] 

It is interesting to note that on the premises of the Book 

Depository were big wooden crates which were too large 

and too heavy for schoolbooks, yet as containers for 
military hardware they would have been perfect. Later 

in this article, !| will present more information on the 

Book Depository crates. 

If the real Oswald (and not the look-alike John Masen) 

was looking for information on the weapons and ammo _ 
traffic, then his reference to “schoolbooks” would be an 

important clue. It was probably in his capacity as an 

undercover man that he had been guided into his job at 

the Book Depository. Little did he realize that he was 

walking into.a delayed-action patsy trap. Six weeks af- 
ter he got this job he became the lone suspect in the 

assassination of President Kennedy. 

The place where Oswald uttered the portentous word 

“schoolbooks” was located at the terminal building of 

the San Antonio International Airport. [4] Inside the glass 
and concrete structure were four different airlines: Ameri- 

can, Eastern, Continenta!, and Braniff. Out front was a 

big parking lot which in 1963 was free to the public. 
Off to one side of the building was a covered, open-air 
baggage area, where travelers could pick up their suit- 

cases and bags. Nearby and parked along the curb were 
four to six taxicabs of the Yellow Cab Company. A taxi- 

cab dispatch office occupied a section of the terminal 

building. Near the dispatch office was another office 
with a sign out front that said “Car Rentals” followed by 
an arrow. 
The car rental office was tiny. It had a glass front and 

two glass doors. Inside was a counter about twenty- 

one feet long, divided by two plastic partitions. Above 
the counter hung three signs. As customers came in, 
they would see from left to right: Avis, National Car, 
and Hertz. Behind the counter and sitting on stools were 
three women, each wearing the cap and uniform of the 
company she was representing. The two bigger compa- 
nies, Avis and Hertz, each had counter space of about 

eight feet, whereas National Car was sandwiched in with 
five feet. Behind the counter was a distance of six feet 
to the back wall. In front of the counter was a narrow 

space of only three feet. Not many people could get 
inside the office, but that was hardly ever a problem. 

Usually only one or two customers would be renting 
cars.at any one time. Most people who came in were 
airline travelers who already had reservations. Walk-in 

customers formed but a small fraction of the business. 

The afternoon of Thursday, September 5, 1963 was hot 
and sunny. The temperature was well into the 90’s. The 
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date was an unforgettable one for the Hertz agent, 

Martha J. Doyle, for it happened to be her birthday. She 
started her shift at 3:00 pm, and she was glad to get into 
an air-conditioned office. Also starting at the same time 
were Joanne Dunsmore, who worked for National Car, 

and Linda Meyers, who worked for Avis. The three 

women were good friends, even though the companies 
they worked for were highly competitive. When Joanne 

was hired by National Car in 1962, she got a lot of ad- 
vice and help from Martha, who had been with Hertz 

since 1959. Linda’s home was near Joanne’s, so the two 

women would share rides to work. All three enjoyed 

the business of renting cars, and it was a good occupa- 
tion for them, even though it meant working eight hours | 
straight through without the benefit of a meal break. 

It was about 5:00 in the afternoon when Martha no- 

ticed through the front glass a couple approaching from 
the right. This direction meant something to her, for 
people coming from the right hardly ever stopped in. 
The big parking lot was to the right and anyone coming 

from that direction usually had their own means of trans- 

portation. Those who came from the left were airline 
travelers just getting off the planes. 
Martha watched as the man opened the door nearest 

the Hertz side of the counter and allowed his wife to 

pass through. Draped on her folded arms was a blan- 
ket, and cradled in the blanket was a baby girl. The 

man and the woman were a seedy-looking pair, dressed 

in shabby clothing - an odd contrast to the well-groomed 

clientele which usually came in to rent cars. Judging by 

their appearance alone, Martha was certain that she did 
not want to do business with them. Nevertheless, for 

politeness sake, she would treat them in the same way 

that she treated all her walk-in customers. 
The man was about 27 years old, had light brown hair, 

weighed 140 to 150 pounds and stood about five feet, 

eight inches tall. He was wearing a long-sleeve shirt 
that must have been white at one time but now had a 
dingy grayish tint to it. He was definitely the dominant 

one, for he did all the talking. The woman said not a 

single word. She had a big smile on her face, which 
never changed or relaxed and grew more disturbing as 

the minutes went by. At close range, this odd smile 

gave Martha’an inescapable view of some ugly-looking 

teeth. She noticed a brownish stain on them, probably 

due to a smoking habit, and the two upper front teeth 

were slightly chipped. The woman was about the same 
age as the man, stood about three inches shorter, and 

weighed about 125 pounds. Her hair was almost black 

in color, parted in the middle, and combed in a severely 
tight fashion toward the back. Martha could not see 
how it was arranged behind her head, but it was prob- 

ably tied into a bun. She wore a white blouse and a 
dark skirt. The skirt went halfway between the knees 
and ankles and the material looked too heavy for the 
hot weather. Her overall appearance was that of a for- 

eigner who had just entered the country. 

The baby in her arms was fast asleep. She was about 

three months old, and she was wearing a short summer 
outfit which left her legs uncovered. Martha thought 
she looked beautiful. Her complexion was fair, and her 

hair was light blonde. Indeed her hair was so blond 

that Martha could scarcely believe that the dark-haired 

woman could be her mother. Then Martha glanced at 

the light brownish color of the man’s hair and satisfied 
herself that the hair color must have come from his side. 

“t would like to rent a car,” the man said. 

“I need to see a driver’s license and some form of credit 
card.” 

“1 don’t have a credit card.” 

“Do you have a passport?” 
“No.” 

“Do you have a charge account with one of the air- 
lines?” 

“I am not traveling by air.” 

“How did you get to the airport?” 
“| came in a friend's car.” 

“Well, | can’t rent you a car without sufficient identi- 

fication. What kind of work do you do?” 

“1am in the publishing business.” 
At these words, Martha immediately thought that he 

was one of those overzealous and obnoxious magazine 
salesmen. 

“Do you mean magazines?” she asked politely. 

“No, schoolbooks.” [5] 

At the mention of schoolbooks, Martha almost recon- 

sidered her initial decision to turn down his request to 
rent a car. There was after all a great deal of money in 

that line of work. If she had decided at this point to go 

through the qualification process, she would have pulled 

out the necessary paperwork and filled them out herself 

by asking the man a series of routine questions. The man 
would have had to produce a driver's license for identi- 

fication and come up with a deposit of at least three 

hundred dollars. (Quite likely Martha would have re- 
quired a much higher deposit, considering the fact that 
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she suspected him of being a poor risk.) After filling out 
the papers and receiving the deposit, she would have 

given him a key and directed him to a nearby parking 

area where the Hertz cars were lined up in designated 
spaces. The cost of renting a car was fourteen dollars a 

day and fourteen cents a mile. (These were extravagant 

rates for the average wage-earner in those days.) But 
Martha never did get that far with him. In spite of the 

lucrativeness of the schoolbook business, she followed 

her first impression and turned him down. 

“lam sorry, but | cannot rent you a car.” 

Throughout her long career as a car rental agent, there 
were very few times when she had to reject a customer. 

This was one of them. The man accepted this decision 
without a word of complaint. Having been turned down 

by Hertz, he might have tried National Car or Avis, yet it 
would have been futile for him to do so. Even though 
Joanne and Linda were unable to see the couple from 

behind their partitions, they would nonetheless have 

heard the conversation. If Martha did not want to rent 

him a car, they certainly were not going to take a chance 
either. 

The man turned and opened the door. He went out- 

side, holding the door open as his wife followed him 
out. After they were gone, they became a topic of con- 

versation between Martha and Joanne. A few minutes 

later, Joanne interrupted to exclaim: 

“Did you see what that man just did?” 

She was looking through the front glass toward the 
baggage area. Martha asked her what happened. 

“He took a pacifier out of that baby’s mouth and put it 
in his own mouth.” 

Martha tried to see, but they were already gone out of 

sight. The sheer oddity of a man putting a pacifier in his 
mouth increased her curiosity to such an extent, that 

she felt compelled to go outside to see what else he was 
going to do. But getting outside was a not a straightfor- 

ward thing to do. Even though the front door was al- 

most within her reach, there was no way of getting 

around the counter. She had to go through the back 
door. She opened it and went into a hallway, turning 
right. She walked to the end of the hallway and opened 

a door on the right hand side leading into the taxicab 
dispatch office. She went through the office and opened 
the front door. When she finally reached the baggage 
area, the family was nowhere to be seen. Perhaps one 
of the cab drivers had seen something. She went up to 
a passenger window and leaned her head in. 

“Did you see that couple with the baby?” she asked 
the driver. 

“I sure did.” 

“Did you see the man putting a pacifier in his mouth?” 
“Yeah, | did. Then t saw him take it out and throw it. 

on the ground. I’m sure going to stay away from that 
nut.” 

Martha learned nothing more about this man until two 
and a half months later when she saw his picture in the 

newspaper. She also saw pictures of the wife at the 
burial service of her husband. There was no doubt in 

her mind that both Lee and Marina Oswald were the 

ones she saw in-the car rental office. On Monday, she 
called the FBI, and two days later, the evening of No- 
vember 27, 1963, an agent named Tom Neal came by 

to ask her some questions. Joanne was also interviewed, 

who said that she definitely had a recollection of these 
people, and that she had witnessed the incident with 

the pacifier, but her view was not good enough to en- 
able her to make a positive identification. The FBI agent 
asked questions for about twenty minutes and then left. 
That was the one and only time the two women would 
be interviewed by anyone from the government. 

In the account given above, there are four matters 
mentioned which | would like to touch on for further 
comment. These are: (1) the blonde haired baby; (2) the 

incident with the pacifier; (3) the possibility that Oswald 
possessed a driver's license; and (4) Oswald’s claim that 
he was in the business of schoolbooks. 
The Blonde-Haired Baby 

June Oswald, the daughter of Lee and Marina, was 

eighteen months old in September 1963. The baby 
Martha saw was not more than three or four months 
old. Martha distinctly remembers light blonde hair, 
whereas June had dark hair. The blonde-haired baby 
must have been some other woman’s child, born some- 

time during the spring of 1963. Beyond the fact that the 
woman must have been a friend of the Oswalds, there 

are no additional clues that would enable us to identify 

her. Since Lee happened to mention that a friend brought 
them to the airport, it is quite probable that he was re- 
ferring to the mother of the baby. Little June might have 
been waiting in the car with her. Perhaps Marina had 

been holding the baby while the mother drove to the 
airport. When the baby had fallen asleep in her arms, 
the two women might have agreed that Marina should 
take her into the car rental office, so that her rest would 
remain undisturbed. 
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It should be noted here that in early September 1963, 
Marina was seven and a half months pregnant with her 

second child. Martha did not notice her condition for 

she was getting only an upper view of Marina’s body as 
she stood at the counter. Additionally, the bulge of her 
stomach would have been obscured by the blanket un- 

der the baby. While it is true that Martha did notice the 
length and color of Marina’s skirt, these would of course 
have been observable as Marina was entering and leav- 

_ ing the office. 
The Baby Pacifier 

The incident with the pacifier has an echo in the mem- 
oirs of George de Mohrenschildt . In a passage describ- 
ing the Oswalds as a family, he wrote that his wife Jeanne 

was particularly appalled by the unsanitary way Marina 
handled pacifiers: 

Marina would pick up a pacifier from the.floor, then 
tried it herself before putting it in June’s mouth. Unfor- 

tunately she had infected teeth at the time, so the baby 
was exposed also. [6] 

In her testmony to the Warren Commission, Jeanne 

De Mohrenschildt had more to say on the subject. 
Mrs. De Mohrenschildt: | told her, “You are living 
in a civilized country now. You have to raise a 
baby correctly.” 

She constantly put the pacifier in the mouth, drop- 
ping it on the floor, putting it in her mouth (with) 

infected teeth and putting it in the baby’s mouth 

It is fantastic the baby wasn’t sick all the time. 
Seeing all that, | couldn’t stand it. | insisted on 
her taking the baby to the clinic helping her, ex- 
tract all these teeth. 

Mr. Jenner: Marina’s teeth? — 

Mrs. De Mohrenschildt: Yes; Marina’s teeth that 

were infected because they weren't doing her any 

good, anyway. It was too dangerous for the baby 

to be close to the mother, with all this infection. 

In fact, | was trying to make arrangements to make 

some bridges for her later on that could be paid 
gradually, you know, and that is what I was trying 

to do for her. This was logical and natural. Any- 
body would do the same thing. 
Mr. Jenner: Yes, of course. 

Mrs. De Mohrenschildt: She just didn’t know any 
better, you know....The child was more or less 
clean, but with this pacifier thing. 
Mr. Jenner: The pacifier would fall on the floor, 
she would pick it up and stick it in the baby’s 

mouth? . 
Mrs. De Mohrenschildt: No; first she put it in her 

mouth and then in the baby’s mouth, it was even 

worse. That is what | objected. Pick it up off the 
floor. The floor was less moistened than her in- 

fected teeth, but she was not aware of it. [7] 

Jeanne’s description of Marina’s teeth dovetails with 
the observations made by Martha Doyle. It also con- 
forms to the recollections of two dentists who saw Ma- 

rina in October 1962. (Jeanne made a special point of 

taking her to the dentist office.) One of the dentists said 
that “her teeth were in poor condition, she had many 
cavities and needed much dental attention.” The den- 

tists cleaned her teeth and performed five tooth extrac- 
tions. [8] These observations indicate that the woman in 

the car rental office was the real Marina and not an im- 

postor. The man standing beside her must therefore have 
been the real Lee and not some look-alike such as John 

Masen. 

Considering the poor condition of her teeth, it would 
have been alarming for someone acutely afraid of germs 
to observe Marina moistening a pacifier in her mouth. 

If Lee had the same horror regarding the possible trans- 
mission of germs that Jeanne had, then we move closer 

to an understanding of the peculiar scene outside the 

car rental office. Perhaps as they went outside, the heat 
of the hot sun on the baby’s face woke her up and she 

started crying. Marina might have tried to calm the baby 
with a pre-moistened pacifier. Lee did not notice what 

Marina had done until the pacifier was already in the 
baby’s mouth. Impulsively he took it out and put it in 

his own mouth, perhaps thinking he could cleanse 
Marina’s germs off it. When he tried to put the pacifier 
back in the baby’s mouth, the angry infant refused to 

take it. The act of throwing the pacifier on the ground 

might have been due to the frustration of his effort to 
calm the baby. 

Oswald’s Driver’s License 

According to the Warren Commission, Lee Harvey 

Oswald never had a driver's license. This conclusion 

was based on the testimony of Marina Oswald and her 

friend Ruth Paine, both of whom were adamant in de- 

nying that he had one. [9] Such testimony has little value, 
since both women also conceded that Lee oftentimes 
left them in the dark regarding his activities and where- 
abouts. If it can be demonstrated that he had a license, 

even a forged one, then the veracity of the incident in 

the car rental office would be sustained. The story be- 
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low is about a man, who personally saw a driver's li- 

cense in Oswald's possession. [10] 

Edward Brand was an insurance salesman who worked 

at the Tower Insurance Agency, 1045 North Zangs, in 

the Dallas suburb of Oak Cliff. Sometime during the 
daylight hours about two weeks before the President's 

trip to Texas, a man entered Brand’s office, came up to 

the counter and inquired about auto insurance. He iden- 
tified himself as O.H. Lee. He said that he had just moved 

into Dallas from San Antonio, that he was living directly 

across the street at the rooming house at 1026 N. Beckley 

Avenue, and that his landlord was A.C. Johnson. Brand 

knew about the rooming house, for he had a clear view 

of it through his office window. He had seen some of 

the tenants sitting on the front lawn, talking and smok- 

ing under the shade of the trees. Oftentimes the land- 
lord A. C. could be seen among them, getting drunk 

and talking loudly. Johnson liked to carry a bullwhip 

which he snapped about aimlessly to amuse himself. 

He was a tall, slender man, who spent a lot of time at 

the gas station across the street, which he also owned. 

Many times he could be seen at the station pumping 

gas. 
O.H. Lee said he did not want the comprehensive auto 

insurance. All he wanted was the liability kind, and he 

asked how much it would cost. Before Brand would 
give him a price, he needed some information. He asked 
to see Lee's driver's license. Lee pulled out his wallet, 
got his license out and handed it to him. Brand saw that 
it was a Texas License and that the last name on it was 

Lee. He did not pay attention to what the first part of 

the name was. There was no identification photo, for in 
those days licenses did not have any. 

‘Brand handed the license back and asked Lee if he 

had been in any accidents or got any tickets. Lee said 

he got one ticket in San Antonio (in September 19632). 
When Brand asked about the kind of car he was driv- 
ing, Lee said that he did not have one but that he would 

be purchasing one very soon. [11] Brand was not able 
to give him an exact quote until he knew what kind of 
car he would be driving. He invited him to come back, 
as soon as he got one. Lee never did come back. 
The Schoolbook Business 

Oswald’s claim that he was in the business of school- 
books was.a last ditch attempt to convince a skeptical 

car rental agent that he was qualified to rent a car. To 
the car rental agent, his claim meant nothing more than 
the buying and selling of educational materials. But to 

Oswald and his handlers, “schoolbooks” might have 
been a code word for illegal guns. 

Henry Hurt seems to have recognized the link between 
guns and schoolbooks when he made a visit to the empty 
411 Elm Street building in 1983. On the sixth floor 
were seven heavily framed wooden crates of various odd 
dimensions. On each box was stamped the name of a 
publishing company and addressed to the Texas School 

Book Depository. Three of these boxes appear in a pho- 

tograph in his book. By comparing the nearest box to 
the window behind it, | would say that it measured four 

feet long by three feet wide by one and a half feet high. 
Such a box would have had a spacious capacity of 18 

cubic feet. If it were filled with schoolbooks, it would 

have weighed over five hundred pounds - far too heavy 

to move without a forklift, and the Book Depository did 
not have forklifts. It was certainly not the kind of con- 

tainer to haul around books. On the other hand, sucha 

crate would have been ideal for transporting a rack of 
M-16 automatic rifles - exactly the kind of stuff being 
stolen out of Fort Hood in the fall of 1963. [12] 

Notes 

1. Henry Hurt, REASONABLE DOUBT (Holt, 

Rinehart, Winston: New York, 1985), pp. 296- 

302. 

2. Noel Twyman, BLOODY TREASON (Laurel Pub- 

lishing Co.: Rancho Sante Fe, Ca, 1997), pp. 580- 

585. 

3. “The Glaze Letters” in the May 1999 issue of 
The Fourth Decade. 

4. Sources for this story came from two FBI reports 
by SA Tom Neal, dated November 27, 1963 of 
Martha Doyle and Joanne Dunsmore. Supple- 
menting the details of this story were phone calls 
to Martha Doyle and Joanne (Dunsmore) Arthur. 

5. Inthe FBI report of the interview of Martha Doyle, 
it was recorded that Oswald said that he was in 
the publishing business, but no mention in the 
report was made of schoolbooks. Martha Doyle 

clearly remembers telling the FBI agent that 
Oswald said that he was in the schoolbook busi- 

ness. This detail was probably omitted from the 
report, because it had the potential of opening 

up a messy can of worms. 

6. The quote came from an unpublished manuscript 

“| Am a Patsy” by George De Mohrenschildt, 
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which was printed as an appendix in HSCA XII. 
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8. FBI reports of interviews of Dr. Harvey Waldo 

Allen, DDS, and Albert Franklin Staples, DDS 

and DMD, by SA Arthur E. Carter, dated Decem- 

ber 9, 1963. 

9. Warren Report, p. 665; 3H35 (R. Paine); 1H112- 

113 (M. Oswald). 

Report of Edward Brand interview by SA James 
R. Cranam, dated December 2, 1963, supple- 
mented by a phone call to Edward Brand, Janu- 
ary 1, 1997. 

The words “very soon” were emphasized by 
Oswald in a heavily ominous way. This signifi- 
cant detail leaves open the question that an im- 
postor had visited Brand, in order to lay an in- 
criminating trail leading to the real Oswald. 
Hurt, REASONABLE DOUBT, pp. 359 and 387. 

A majority of the boxes forming the sniper’s nest 
each measured 18 in. by 12 in. by 14 in. and 
weighed 55 pounds. Using this as a norm, the 
average cubic foot of schoolbooks weighs 31 
pounds. Multiplying 31 by 18 yields 558 pounds. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

To the Editor: 

Recently, on the way to Minneapolis for a JFK as- 
sassination conference; | spent two days in Winnipeg. 

While there, | was able to watch a ten-minute inter- 

view conducted by the late Richard Giesbrecht for a 
CBC-TV program called “Open Season,” the interview 
took place at the very table where Mr. Giesbrecht al- 
legedly overheard the suspicious conversation, in the 
Horizon Room at the Winnipeg International Airport. 

The interview was broadcast on Dec. 12, 1968, only 
a month or so before the Shaw trial got underway. 
This is almost a year since Giesbrecht had been inter- 
viewed by the National Enquirer and referred to briefly 
in William Turner’s Ramparts report. It also took place 
on the heels of the assassinations of both Martin Luther 
King and Robert F. Kennedy, and the turbulence at 
the Chicago Democratic convention. Under the cir- _ 
cumstances, Mr. Giesbrecht would have been fully 

justified to cancel his agreement made with the New 
Orleans District Attorney, Jim Garrison, to testify at 

Shaw's trial (which he had expected to begin in June, 

1968.) | was led to believe that Giesbrecht had, in 

fact, already notified Garrison that he would not be 
coming to New Orleans, as a result of threats to his 
family’s welfare. However, when asked about his 
concern for his own safety during the interview, 
Giesbrecht indicated that since he had told the RCMP, 

the FBI and Garrison’s staff everything he knew, he 
didn’t feel there was any reason why he would be 
harmed, although he did state at a later point that his 
days were probably “numbered,” and had “mixed feel- 
ings” about having come forward in the first place. 
He also was familiar with Penn Jones’ study suggest- 
ing that there were as many as “32 mysterious deaths” 
associated with the JFK assassination (which had been 

discussed in a Canadian magazine the previous fall.) 
There was no indication that any threat had been made 

towards his wife or four children, however (one of 

whom drowned in 1969 in a motel pool in Detroit 

Lakes, Minn. at the age of nine.) 
In addition to reviewing the highlights of his expe- 

rience at the Winnipeg Airport on Feb. 13, 1964 (with 

no mention of David Ferrie, oddly enough, by either 
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THE ZAPRUDER FILM: A STUDY IN 

DECEPTION, PART TWO 

_ by 
Harrison E. Livingstone 

My second and third books, High Treason 2, and Kill- 

ing the Truth contain the first major public attack on the 
Zapruder film. One other researcher, in Fort Worth, 

claims to have been saying some of what | published 
there earlier, but he would have published this among 
his many articles. Among the major problems with the 
film which | pointed out in my fourth book, Killing 

Kennedy and the Hoax of the Century, is the fact that 
Clint Hill has an entirely different scene in the Nix film. 

When Jacqueline Kennedy climbed out on the trunk of 

the car to retrieve a portion of her husband's head, Hill 

testified that he climbed up on the trunk and placed 

Jacqueline back in her seat, which is what we see him 

doing in the Nix film when he puts his arms around her 
and moves her back to her seat. The Zapruder film only 

shows the two reach their hands towards each other, 

then Jacqueline turns and crawls back to her seat on her 

own. Obviously, the car could not be going very fast. 
To mention just one more incredible anomaly, just after 

Kennedy is struck in the head, what appears to be his 
entire brain hangs from his right eye and temple area in 
front of his face and bobs about. I called this “The Blob,” 

and it is totally unexplainable in anatomical terms. Noth- 
ing like this was seen moments later at the hospital, nor 

was any damage seen to that part of the face. Certainly 
there was no scalp flap of any kind there. All attempts 

by others to explain it have failed, and consensus has 

built that it is a painted on artifact moved from frame to 
frame, then re-photographed and a new “original” film 

created. Why? To give the appearance of a shot from 
behind which took out a portion of the front side of his 

~ head. Correspondingly fake X-rays were created to back 
this up. Even false autopsy pictures were created (now 

missing) which we actually saw in a researcher’s house 

to show an open wound on the right front side of the 
head. 

One major researcher has questioned whether 

there ever were any shots from behind, but the record is 

massive that the president was actually shot at least twice 

Harrison E. Livingstone 
P.O. Box 7149 
Baltimore, MD 21218 

from behind, and we are compelled to accept this along 
with strong evidence of shots from in front. Such a com- 
plex plot involving faking evidence in federal hands 
would have created an ambush and shooters from be- 
hind essential to insuring the car was pushed forward 
by shots from behind—to the absolute sure kill-shots 
facing the car. 

National Photographic Interpretation Center 
We examined (far too briefly) the National Photo- 

graphic Interpretation Center (NPIC) flats. These are four 

large mats with poor quality (possibly from age) paper 
photos glued on (they look suspiciously like magazine 

photos and we need to go back and check to see if they 
had been screened. That would certainly put the lie to 
the “prints” that NPIC supposedly mounted on the 

boards), and markers saying how many frames are miss- 

ing in between each blow-up which were made with 
blown-up frames from the Zapruder film. The NPIC men 

told the ARRB that a Secret Service man came with the 
film from Kodak in Rochester, New York and told them 

the film had been processed and developed there. There 

is great confusion about the date but the NPIC employ- 

ees told the Board that this occurred either the night of 
the assassination or shortly after, and before the funeral? 
Paul Hoch, who originally uncovered the fact that the 
film had been at the NPIC (which is funded by the CIA 
and used to interpret photos taken by our high-flying 

spy planes, the U-2) obtained NPIC’s notes, but they 
had no date on them. The notes stated that three prints 

had been made from the film, but recent testimony three 
and a half decades later tells us that meant three copies . 
of the blown up photos and not actual prints of the film. 

NPIC staff also said that the film showed JFK struck six 

to eight times from three directions,? but that the “Se- 
cret Service” man, who used the name “Bill Smith,” who 

brought the films, he said, from Kodak in Rochester, New 

York, told them this was wrong and re-programmed them 

to the official story as it later turned out with the Warren 

Commission—a three shot scenario. This might have 

been told them the night of the assassination, to their 

shock, since they were looking at the film themselves. 
“About two days after the assassination of President 

Kennedy, but before the funeral took place, a Secret 

Service agent named ‘Bill Smith’ delivered an amateur 
film of the assassination to NPIC and requested that color 

prints be made of frames believed associated with 
wounding (‘frames in which shots occurred’), for pur- 

poses of assembling a briefing board.”4 We might note 
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that they had a hell of a lot of frames (28) blown up and 
glued to the boards, if they all meant to show shots. So 
this must be a mistake. He did not explain who the brief- 
ing boards would be for, or who would be briefed. Be- 
side “Smith,” only McMahon’s assistant, Ben Hunter, 
witnessed this work. 

“Smith told McMahon that the subject matter was to 
be treated as ‘above top secret;’ McMahon said that not 
even his supervisor was allowed to know what he had 
worked on, nor was his supervisor allowed to partici- 
pate. Smith told McMahon that he had personally picked 
up the film (in an undeveloped condition from the man 
who exposed it) in Dallas, flown it to Rochester, N.Y. 
(where it was developed by Kodak), and then flown it 
down to NPIC in Washington so that enlargements of 
selected frames could be made on NPIC’s state-of-the- 
art equipment. . . (description of the process used to 
make the blow-ups). He recalled that a minimum of 20, 
and a maximum of 40 frames were duplicated via 
internegatives and prints. All prints, internegatives, and 
scraps were turned over to Bill Smith at the conclusion 
of the work.” Yeah, well how come all this stuff was 
turned over by the CIA and not the Secret Service and 
remains in the CIA’s Segregated Collection at the Na- 
tional Archives? All | know is, we've got a man running 
around a top secret CIA facility saying that he is Secret 
Service agent “Bill Smith,” getting them to cooperate 
with him, and the whole deal smells fishy to me, espe- 
cially the guy's name, although | know quite a few Bill 
Smiths. 

McMahon did not construct the briefing boards once 
he had made the pictures for them, and didn’t know 
who did at NPIC. 
“McMahon stated definitely that at no point did NPIC 

reproduce the assassination movie (the Zapruder film) 
as a motion picture; all the NPIC did was produce 
internegatives and color prints of selected still frames.”5 
A lot of spilled ink in numerous research articles has 
besotted us with the unquestioned assumption of many 
researchers that the films were actually copied by NPIC 
due to the language used that “three prints” were made. 
That was a misinterpretation, according to McMahon. 

“Although the process of selecting which frames de- 
picted events surrounding the wounding of limousine 
occupants (Kennedy and Connally) was a ‘joint process,’ 
McMahon said his opinion, which was that President 
Kennedy was shot 6 to 8 times from three directions, 
was ultimately ignored, and the opinion of USSS agent 

JULY, 1999 

Smith, that there were 3 shots from the Book Deposi- 
tory, ultimately was employed in selecting frames in the 
movie for reproduction. At one point he said, ‘you can’t 
fight city hall,’ and then reminded us that his job was to 
produce internegatives and photographs, not to do analy- 
sis. He said that it was clear that the Secret Service agent 
had previously viewed the film and already had opin- 
ions about which frames depicted woundings.”* 
Doug Horne notes in this government report that the 

film was either an “unslit original” or possibly a dupli- 
cate and that it was viewed more than once on a 16 mm 
projector in a briefing room at NPIC, and then “the origi- 
nal (a double-8 mm unslit original) was placed in a 10 x 
20 x 40 precision enlarger, and 5” x 7" format 
internegative were made from selected frames.” Three 
copies were made of each frame. That is the “three prints” 
that researchers thought meant three copies of the film 
were made. But nobody is going to believe this. I'll ac- 
cept it for now. 

McMahon was shown the same four briefing board 
panels and said that some additional prints that he had 
made were missing. “When asked what was missing, 
he said that he thought that motorcade images from prior 
to frame 188 (i.e., earlier in the motorcade, before the 

- limousine disappeared behind the road sign) were the 
photographs that he produced which were not on the 
briefing board panels.” 

Finally, Horne’s report of his interview notes that 
McMahon felt that the blown-up photos had been 
trimmed somewhat. This might fit in, as David Mantik 
noted, with our belief that the film itself had each frame 
trimmed down to remove data in the picture, and then 
the frames were blown up to their original measure- 
ments. 

Doug Mizzer and | viewed the four large flat mats 
with 28 selected blow up frames from the Zapruder film 
glued on which were made by the National Photographic 
Interpretation Center in November or December, 1963. 
We found the photos of poor quality (probably due to 
the paper they were printed on, and that they were blown 
up from very small 8 mm frames) and of little interest. 
They almost looked like they were cut out of Life 
magazine's pictures made from the Zapruder film of the 

" assassination. We did not see any frames prior to the 
appearance of the limousine and the motorcade seen 
on the film now. We had hoped we might see frames 
from the portion of the film we believe to have been 
excised (censored?). 

13
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We were shown the NPIC’s handwritten charts on yel- 

low legal pads, mentioned in the above interview with 
McMahon, and which Martha Murphy graciously cop- 

ied for us, with the frame numbers listed. Dr. David 

Mantik has noted on my copy of the ARRB interview 

with Homer McMahon that the fact that the frames were 
numbered at that early point seemed contrary to the tes- 

timony of the FBI’s Lyndal Shaneyfelt. 
There was corroboration for McMahon’s statement that 

a Secret Service man brought the films to the NPIC in 

Washington from Rochester and said that they were 
developed and copied there. Ben Hunter, McMahon‘s 

assistant who helped with the work on the Zapruder 

film, said that the SS agent told them “don’t discuss this 

with anyone, and if people persist in knowing what you 
were doing, refer them to Captain Sands.” Ben Hunter 

said that Sands was a high-ranking employee at NPIC. 
Sands may have been present during the manufacture 

of internegatives and prints from selected frames of the 
Zapruder film.’ 

Both men (Hunter and McMahon) were questioned at 

the Archives about the material on the briefing boards, 
which Doug Mizzer and | have also seen, and they stated 
that it was the material they copied the weekend of the 

assassination. But they only recall making about eight 
prints, and there are some 28 photos or so on the brief- 

ing boards. The conflict in their statements that some 
were missing and the fact that we now have 28 pictures 
seems very odd, as though information continues to be 

withheld. They “reiterated again that the prints on the 
briefing boards are the same work material/subject mat- 

ter he and Homer printed that night at NPIC in Novem- 
ber, 1963.” Both men “emphatically” said that they had 
done this work prior to the President’s funeral. “Mr. 

McMahon said he believes they performed their work 
the night of the same day the President was assassinated, 
and Bennett Hunter said he was of the opinion they did 

their work on the second night after the assassination.”® 
Another employee made the briefing boards, but they 

would not say who it was. “They both felt, following 
discussion, that some of the photogrammetry experts at 
NPIC in 1963 probably produced those notes regarding 

the 3 different shot-scenarios, film speed, seconds be- 

tween shots, etc. Homer McMahon remembered again 
that the Secret Service agent stated definitively that the 
assassination movie was developed in Rochester, and 

that copies of it were made in Rochester also, and that 

he personally watched one of those copies projected at 

least 10 times that night prior to making the 
internegatives of selected frames. Mr. Hunter agreed that 
it seemed very likely to him that the copies of the mo- 
tion picture film would “probably have been made at 
Rochester.”® The fact that there is no “R” (Rochester) on 

the edge printing and instead there is a “D” (Dallas) 
means nothing when films are forged. 
Doug Horne, who conducted this interview, along with 

Jim Goslee, phoned Roland Zavada and dissuaded any 

idea that the film had been processed, developed, or 

copies made at Kodak in Rochester. First Horne brought 

up this discrepancy: the “affidavits executed by Zapruder 

with the Jamieson and Kodak film lab people cite 
Kodachrome II film as the medium used for copying the 

original assassination movie, not Kodachrome IIA; how- 

ever the edge print on the 2 Secret Service copies at 

NARA reads “Kodachrome IA’ If ordinary Kodachrome 
Il film had been used, the time involved in copying the 

films on the contact printer would have been vastly 

longer: one quarter of a second per frame versus one 

one-hundredth of a second. Zavada’s answer was to the 
effect that it was a simple mistake to record the film 

type on the affidavits without the full designation.’° 

Does this sound familiar? All these folks are paid not 
to make mistakes. 
The Numbers 

Zavada was then asked about the punched numbers 

and where did Kodak put them on a film: “the unique, 

punched numbers would routinely be punched into the 

tail end of side two of the double 8 mm movie film fol- 
lowing developing. One reason for this is because the 
emulsion number (a 7 digit punched number) was al- 

ways punched into the head end of side one at the fac- 

tory.”"' The tail end of side two would be the end of the 

assassination or motorcade sequence of the Zapruder 
film, but that isn’t where we have the number, which is 

at the end of the home movie. It also seems clear that 
the only punched through number we have for the three 

Jamieson copies was either at the beginning of the mo- 

torcade sequence, or somewhere else but certainly not 

where it should have been, lending fuel to the supposi- 

tion that the film is not one of the Jamieson copies. That 

number is followed by a photographic splice. 

Zavada wrote me about that splice, and some other 

matters: “The perforated number is at the end of the roll— 

therefore to thread a printer or to rewind for the subse- 
quent printing, additionally physically spliced-on leader 

is necessary. When printing onto the Type A stock to 
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generate the three first generation copies, the physical 
splice ‘prints’ and is appropriately located.” | think this 
is inadequate to explain why there is a spliced on 

punched through number on Secret Service Copy No. 2 

when in the same letter he writes that “Splice perfo- 

rated numbers: you asked if the perforated processing 

identification numbers were ever spliced onto the cus- 
tomer rolls. The answer is NO! The purpose of the num- 

ber is to ensure identification—splicing would allow for 
errors.”'? Doug Mizzer, as we shall see, finds it impos- 

sible for the copy to have enough film to copy both head 

and tail leaders, if they had been added before the origi- 
nal went to Jamieson to be copied, because the original 

film was never trimmed from its maximum length of 32- 

33 feet, and the film used to make the copies was the 
same length.’ - 
Doug Horne continues his end of this investigation, 

talking to Mr. Zavada: “I asked him where physical 

splices might normally appear in a normally processed 

film coming out of a Kodak lab. He said that there should 
normally be 3 splices: ‘one between the white leader 

and the beginning of the film (so that the film could be 

threaded into the projector); one in the middle marry- 
ing side one and side two after slitting; and one at the 
tail end, if leader was added to the tail of the film.’” 

“| asked him whether there was any reason to nor- 

mally separate (cut) the punched number applied by the 
processing lab off of the tail end of side two of the film 
and splice it into another part of the film, and he said, 
‘no, not unless there was a lot of fogged area on the 
developed film between the end of the image and the 
punched number.’”"3 

Doug Mizzer and | had become convinced that the 
number “0183” which had been punched at what we 

were sure was the tail end of the “home movie” (at its 

end, the tail of Side A) was in the wrong place and should 

have been at the beginning. The next day the above let- 

ter arrived from Zavada confirming this: “Typical prac- 
tice is described on page 18 of Study 1. The roll as re- 

ceived for processing has side A heads out and side B 
tails out. The three or so feet of integral leader is re- 
moved and the film processing perforation is placed on 

the tails of side B, which winds onto the core of the 

return reel. The Zapruder original and prints received 
special handling—similar to customer practice. But! The 
typical integral leader and trailer was not removed and 
perforated number is on the tai! of side A (author's note: 

the home movie) indicating rewinding prior to process- 

ing identification placement. (It was possibly, as it was 

placed on a core rather than using the camera spool, for 
processing machine feed.)”"* 
Those who have an aversion to smelling conspiracy at 

every turn must put aside their normal proclivities and 

add up the countless anomalies described in this article. 
There are simply too many things that are not according 

to the rules, or practice. To make it worse, the employee, 
Mrs. Kathryn Kirby, who handled the number punching 

of the film, is deceased, so we can’t talk to her. “We 

don’t know which perforator was used, an older one at 
the head-end of the processing machine, or a newer 
one in the pre-process make-up roll room. We do know 

that both perforators perform the same function.”'% 
Zavada is speaking of the two different styles of perfora- 
tors, one of which was recent and resulted from faster 

film processing machines which required a differently 
placed device. 

The assassination sequence had to have been at the 
beginning after the two sides were split and spliced to- 
gether and because the action (“time”) is going from left 
to right. The home movie section follows and has to be 
going from left to right (we assume) and this is followed 
by “0183” which is in the identical position on SS No. 2 

when both home movies are aligned. In other words, 
the home movie was never spliced on at the beginning, 

and they made a new “original” and stamped it “0183” 

at the end of the home movie, which, under this sce- 

nario, always at the end of the film, contrary to Kodak’s 

usual practice, because they knew that the interesting 

part was not at the beginning. 
Above all, we must not forget that one of the Dallas 

Kodak employees, Kenny Anderson, the production fore- 
man, emphatically stated that a “federal official” present 

during the developing process may have asked them to 

turn off the edge printer (the cabinet light was also off). 
Why? That means that there should be no edge print at 

all on any part of the film, including the home movie, 
but we have it on the home movie. Why? Forrest Sor- 

rels, the Secret Service man who was there, is deceased. 

The home movie we now have appended to the Zapruder 
film, which has far too much film length to have come 
from one roll of film, could have been shot at another 

time on another roll. My suspicion remains that we re- 
ally may have had two rolls of film and there was a shell 

game between them that no one picked up. At the end 

of this article I'll propose a theory that will raise a few 
eyebrows. 
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On April 21, 1999, | had another talk with Roland 

Zavada, and he patiently answered more of my ques- 
tions. He was unfailingly polite and patient, and said 

that after accepting the.task of learning what he could 
about the films and preparing a report for the govern- 

ment, he had developed an interest in the assassination 

and the film, something that had not interested him pre- 

viously. 

| was always impressed with Roland Zavada’s acute: 

mental faculties and memory. He could instantly tell me 

what page of his report I’d find the answer to my ques- 
tion, and then pretty much recite the answer. It was all 

very carefully worked out. So, senility wasn’t the prob- 

lem. 
He told me that Kodak had a uniform policy in its labs 

around the world with regard to processing of Double 
8mm film. They returned fifty feet to the customer for 

each roll of film that was sold as a fifty foot (actually 

25') roll. The “25'” roll actually had about 64'-66' of 
film when split, but the ends were cut off. The extra film 

was helpful in the processing of the film, and the labs 

spliced on their own leaders at both ends ‘of the film 

which were marked with “Processed by Kodak.” (Does 
the customer lose some of what he or she shot?) 
Then he told me something rather shocking. He said 

that every lab in the world followed the same exact policy 

in several regards, but on that one day, November 22, 
1963, when President Kennedy was assassinated, the 

policy was overlooked. One lab in the world, the one in 
Dallas that Zapruder went to, did not cut off the ends of 
either the original or the Jamieson copies of the film 

that day. Normally, the Kodak labs cut off fourteen to 
sixteen feet of film before returning it with about 50' of 

frames. | 
But how can it be longer than the maximum of 64 

feet? We measured about 77-78 feet. The take up reels 
will only hold about 54 feet, and so the projectionist 

would end up with a lot of film on the floor. The 50' 
reels allowed about a quarter of an inch for extra film so 

that it would not overflow. Richard Blair is the person 

who temoved the roll of film from Zapruder’s camera, 

since Zapruder had not touched it, we are told. 

Since the new Kodachrome IIA Double-eight mm film 
sent over by Kodak to Jamieson to use for copies was 
identical in length to the new roll of Kodachrome II film 

Zapruder used, both 25', or when split and with the 

excess film cut off, 50', with 14-16 maximum additional 

which in this case was not cut off by Kodak, how could 

they copy the “Processed by Kodak” leaders? How can 
this now appear on these copies? It means that much 

exposed film was removed from the movie. 
Zavada traveled to Dallas from his home in Rochester 

and “challenged” two of the men from the Kodak lab; 

Dick Blair and Phillip Chamberlain commiserated upon 

this, and they could not explain it. 

Zavada also obtained an identical camera and shot 
several test rolls in Dealey Plaza, something | wanted to 
do. | managed to buy similar film and located Brian 
Edwards with an identical camera and he shot film in 

Dealey Plaza, spoken of below. 
The Wrong Splice ; 

Zavada expressed surprise that there was a photo- 
graphic splice following the punched through “0186” 
in the middle of Secret Service Copy No. 2. When asked 

how he could explain this, he said they did not exam- 
ine the film for “content” and he could not explain what 

it meant. | asked him if he understood that it meant that 

it was a copy of a copy, and he, said yes, he understood 
it. But | could get no more out of him at that time. The 

splice was marked as photographic on Doug Horne’s 
film map which seems to have been included with the 
Kodak/Zavada report of some 400 pages. If he was so 
precise in other respects, how could so much go by him, 

like “mistaking” a 16 mm film for a double 8 mm film 
which would have two adjoining film strips? Again, 

Zavada told me the splices were “content,” and of no 

interest to him in his study! , 
Zavada corrected what all of us have been calling “fade 

out” or “bleed out” or “bleed in”. He said that what we 
see at the end of the “woman in blue” (he calls her the 
“woman in black”) sequence at the end of the home 
movie is “loading fog.” “Loading fog” is caused by out- 

side light when the film is being loaded into the camera 
and about 18 inches of film are pulled off the spool to 

thread into the camera and onto the sprocket. That part 
of the film is already exposed, so when the home movie 

film comes to an end, we see a fade or bleed out of the 

scene from frame to frame as the open aperture cap- 

tures pictures on film that is already exposed. 

The Bell & Howell was designed for “jump starts” 

which means that when it was turned on, it took pic- 

tures just as a still camera does, so there is no fade in 
when the action begins. Zavada told me that Kodak 

would have cut this off, anyway. But we have it at the 
end of the home movie. What we have, however, are a 

few over exposed frames each time the camera starts. 
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Another shocking piece of news was the fact that Kodak 

Dallas did not have a good explanation for the film with 
“0184” on it. They not only did not develop another 
film while the Jamieson prints were being made, when 

they had finished with the original Zapruder film which 

was stamped with “0183”, but the only explanation was 

that they simply tested the automatic number punch that 
placed the numerals at the end of a film. The test elimi- 

nated the next number (0184) in sequence. Neat, eh? 

But this was Dallas, and we already just learned that 
this was the only time in the history of hundreds of Kodak 

labs when normal procedure wasn’t followed. After all, 

it was the assassination of a president on that film. 

I might speculate, since I’m a writer and can do these 
things, that perhaps there was in fact another copy of 

the Zapruder film but this was erased from everyone’s 
memory. 
There is apparently no good guess or evidence as to 

what the number was for Secret Service Copy No. 1, 

which has no number punched through. This, to.me, is 
highly suspicious when one is trying to determine if it is 

a Jamieson copy. Until now, the presence of a punched 

through number on copy No. 2 was the main reason to 
claim that it was an original made by Jamieson. Archives 

staff poking a pencil point through the tiny holes dis- 
tracted attention from (and covered) the photographic 
splice close to it, which showed that it was not a Jamieson 
first generation copy, but a copy of a copy. 

FBI 65 JFK 24 is identical to SS No. 2 when it was still 

in one piece, with an optical image of “0186” on it. This 
has the full motorcycle sequence of 132 frames. 

Doug Mizzer also noticed that in almost all cases, the 
“Processed by Kodak” appearing on the leaders is in 

red, but before the assassination sequences, it is in blue. 

We called Roland Zavada about this, and speaking for 
Kodak unofficially, he said that it was highly unusual 
and did not know of it as a regular occurrence, but else- 

where he writes that the inscription might be in red or 
blue. 

Original Zapruder Film, Item 200 ZAP 1: 

The memo prepared by the N.A. for the film after the 
inspection of the original Zapruder film had this to say: 

“Beginning head leader is yellow; has ‘ORG’ scratched 
in it; followed with splice and white leader with letters 

‘ORIG’ written in blue ink and smeared over; film shrink- 
age measured as 0.5%; six frames missing at actual 
splice; both base and emulsion scratches evident 

throughout, but the observed scratches are minor, do 

not impair the image and are consistent with the han- 
dling history of the film (i.e. printing and previous pro- 
jection); images are visible in intersprocket area; over- 
all color quality very good, the emulsion exhibits no 

evidence of deterioration or adhesion/cohesion failure; 

the film is generally in very good condition considering 

its age and known deficiencies (broken sprocket hole, 
splice etc.).”"6 

This has got to be the most inadequate comment on 

what some call the most important film in history. 
MPI’s Zapruder Video 

In 1998, MPI, a video marketing company, issued a 
tape which showed the original Zapruder film along with 

its intersprocket area pictures. I find it most unfortunate 

that this version of the film was altered. That is, the film 

is Rotoscoped (optically enhanced), stabilized so that 

the camera does not respond, as Zapruder did, to the 
gunshots in what the HSCA called a “startle” reaction of 

which he had about six, according to the HSCA's “blur 

analysis.”"” At the very least, MPI, which worked in se- 

cret with the owners and the National Archives just be- 
fore the government officially “took” the film from them, 

could have also run the original film just as it is, without 
stabilizing it, so that we could compare the two in some 
fashion. 

This version of the film is digitized, which leads us to 
wonder how come Kodak was not allowed to do so af- 

ter the film was “taken” by the government. The partici- 

pation of the Archives promoted the marketing of the 
film just before the “taking” by the government, and is 

disturbing. Apparently, the Zapruder interests were able 
to continue to maintain control and prevent a second 
digitization of the film, which is reprehensible and serves 
to feed the suspicion of numerous critics about the con- _ 

stant appearance of “coincidence” and “conspiracy” of 
sinister intent at every step of the way. 

It was long claimed that one of the lead motorcycle 
policemen on the right side of the street left the motor- 

cade on Elm Street as it rounded the corner from Hous- 

ton and either stayed on Houston or turned down Elm 

Street extension. This is the way it looked during the first 
frames of the Zapruder film, because he simply disap- 
pears from view. Many insisted that he can be seen pass- 
ing beneath the triple overpass, and now we can see ~ 
him in fact coming down Elm Street on the extreme right 
side near the curb (on the viewer's left) when we view 
the new versions of the Zapruder film put out by MPI in 
1998. That is because the motorcycle is visible in the 
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intersprocket area only, starting at frame 120 to 132, 

when the segment abruptly ends and the limousine 

comes into view, thus eliminating perhaps hundreds of 

frames and several moments in real time since a major 

part of the motorcade is missing. 
The MPI version also shows Mary Moorman standing 

a few feet back from the curb on the grass, next to Jean 

Hill, as she pans her Polaroid camera and takes a pic- 

ture at the moment Kennedy is struck in the head. Some 

will insist that the film is altered in this respect, but | 

find it unreasonable. They think so because the math- 

ematics of her snapshot line up with a point behind JFK 
which indicate to them that she was standing in the street 
near the curb at that moment, and the camera angle is 
lower. 

We have seen much confusion over so much con- 

nected with the film, such as the ghost images and the 
“condor,” as | call it, visible in the upper intersprocket 

area of most of the frames. Many of the problems are 
probably technical and not sinister, but they detract 
greatly from what is sinister in the film, such as the “blob” 
we see on Kennedy’s face after he is shot in the head. 

Kennedy's face is terribly mottled, bumpy, and swol- 
len before he is shot in the head, and this indicates to 

me that the frames are not real. The faces appear to be 

paintings, in places, as I pointed out several books back, 
and certainly when Jackie is on the trunk before the car 

disappears beneath the bridge, her face appears painted, 
as it did when there was the “frozen tableau” for long 

seconds before the head shot. 

Further technical problems will be discussed in the 

following. Charles W. Mayn, an engineer with the Spe- 
cial Media Preservation Branch of the National Archives 

has graciously assisted us in 1999 in our examination of 

the alleged Jamieson copies or Secret Service copies of 
the Zapruder film. On 21 December, 1995, Mayn wrote 

a “technical review” of the film which was held in their 

courtesy storage holdings, in which he wrote that the 
original has two different segments of identification 
leader spliced to its head with identification informa- 

tion handwritten on the leader. “The edge of the exam- 
ined film element has image in the area surrounding the 

sprocket holes and extending across the entire width of 
the film. This is typical of film which has been exposed 
in an 8mm motion picture camera. . . In most regular 

8mm cameras the taking aperture is sized such that im- 

age is captured across the entire width of the film in- 
cluding the area between and outside the sprocket holes. 

Conversely, ‘printers’ in which subsequent generation 

copies would have been made typically have apertures 
sized such that the sprocket hole area is rendered opaque 

or heavily fogged with no recognizable image.” 
The last statement is not at all what we see on the rest 

of Zapruder’s film known as the “home movie,” which 

was shot on the same roll. The intersprocket area is al- 

most filled—and in some instances—appears to be com- 

pletely filled with image. In addition, Bruce Jamieson, 

whose lab copied the film, told us repeatedly that both 

his Bell & Howell printer and his custom made printer 

would have copied clear images from the original in the 

intersprocket area. That is what we see on the Home 

Movie, except that they are not complete in some 

stretches of frames. That is, they do not appear to extend 
all the way to the left edge or the edge printing. But 

most of the area is filled with clear image. There is no 
“fogging” or opacity. 

Mayn found nothing (he was not looking at the con- 
tent of the film) to indicate forgery: “Close examination 

of the film element does not indicate any apparent 

‘printed’ artifacts from previous generations of film such 

as film identifying numbers, images of splices, images 
of damage to a previous generation film element, etc.” 
Mayn defines the original out of camera film as “first 
generation,” and any copies made directly from it as 

“second generation.” He ends his memo with a state- 
ment that the examined film (represented to be the origi-. 

nal) is “most probably the first generation, out-of-cam- 
era, original Zapruder film of the Assassination of JFK.” 
“Probably.” 

Researchers wanting a bit more information might want 

to see Mayn’s additional memo for the file, also dated 
21 December, 1995, which is headed “Technical Re- 

view of the ‘Zapruder’ film elements from RG 200, NARA 
Gift Collection” in which he and members of the ARRB 

staff examined two copies made by Time-Life, Inc. Mayn 

writes that these are at best “Second generation,” made 
from the original which Life had, or some generation 
farther down the line. He found that “Both of the ele- 

ments examined were opaque or heavily fogged in the 
area of the film surrounding the sprocket holes. This is 
an indication that these elements were produced in a 

motion picture ‘printer’ rather than in a motion picture 

camera.” The area in the sprocket holes was “heavily 

fogged since the area is not normally projected when 
the ‘print’ is projected on a screen.” So we know these 

are not-the Secret Service films which have no fogging 
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at least on the home movie. Mayn must only be refer- 

ring to the assassination sequence, which is in fact 

opaque on the Secret Service or Dallas copies (we are 

discussing copies made by Life), contrary to the indica- 

tions which Jamieson himself insisted upon: That the 

copies he made would have complete images in the 

intersprocket areas. 

Somehow, the National Archives then conflated the 

Jamieson/Secret Service copies (and one more which 

he made which went to Life) with copies represented to 
have been made by Life later. The key thing in the above 
is the assumption by the engineer and his staff at the 

National Archives that “‘printers’ in which subsequent 

generation copies would have been made typically have 

apertures sized such that the sprocket hole area is ren- 

dered opaque or heavily fogged with no recognizable 
image.” Again, we have clear images in all of the home 
movies that survived. There is no “fogging,” except per- 

haps in some frames on the extreme left. 

For the record, both copies of what are alleged to be 
those made in Dallas from the camera-original the day 

of the assassination have the missing frames and do not 

have splices where those famous frames were lost on 
the original—where the film was known to have been 
broken. while in the possession of Life, so they are au- 

thentic copies of the “original” (even if a forgery) in that 
regard, but not proven to have been made in Dallas 
November 22, 1963. 

It is my opinion that those “breaks” in the film were 
precisely at places where the first shots were fired and 

struck the President. There might have been evidence of 
shots or puffs of smoke from among bystanders, or evi- 
dence of shots striking. It is certain in my mind that 

Kennedy was hit just after the car turned the corner and 
perhaps stopped (where many frames have evidently 
been removed) before the car went behind the highway 
sign. 

Doug Horne prepared a chart of the “Zapruder Film 

Copies at National Archives” dated 31 March, 1997. 
He writes, “Correct orientation of home movie is not 

known.” | find it terribly upsetting, when so much tech- 
nical information rides on that film that after all of these 
decades, no one has projected it to tell us which way 

the scenes and the people in them are going. | have 

assumed that the “Lady in Blue” is at the end because it 

seems irrational to me that Kodak, or someone else, 

would have spliced the home movie to the end of the 

assassination sequence going the wrong way. She has 

to be at the end for another reason as well, explained 

below. We might be able to tell by the direction the 
edge printing reads at both ends of the entire film that 

they begin with the boy behind the tree outside, and 
end with the “Lady In Blue,” and we might not know for 
sure, except that the sprocket holes give us our answer. 

With emulsion side up throughout both halves of the 

film, the holes have to stay on the same side, so the 

“Lady in Blue” is in fact at the end. 
This is entirely opposite of what Horne seems to con- 

clude on the above chart, since he writes the following: 
“To read printed number 0183 and edge print info ‘Pro- 
cessed by Kodak Nov 63 (Blue Lettering)’ on home movie 

correctly, images must be viewed with base (shiny side) 
up. (Author's note: the film is dull, or emulsion side up 

to view it correctly with the action going from left to 
right in the motorcade sequence. That must be true for 
the home movie as well). On the assassination sequence, 
when the frames are viewed correctly, the edge print 

information (Kodachrome I|A—‘date code’ of dot, tri- 

angle—Safety Film) is read backwards.” 
Horne read the direction of the home movie incor- 

rectly (backwards) in his chart when he listed the se- 
quences in this order: “kid playing, baby in green grass, 
kid behind tree, and lady in blue on telephone.” The 

boy behind the tree is first, followed by the baby on the 
grass, the boy with a shovel in the distance, and finally 

the woman in blue inside. He did not chart where each 

scene was, as I later did myself, and | may still not have 

it perfect. Did you ever stare at 8mm films with a mag- 
nifying glass for hours on end? We all make mistakes. 
But this is too important for our bunch of amateurs stum- 
bling through the swamp. . 
There is trouble in knowing which end of the home 

movie is the actual start because there is so little move- 

ment and the films cannot be projected to see if they 

are going backwards. | feel that everyone has misread 
them because the Archives marked the end of one of 
the reels the “head” when it is the tail. That is the end 
which follows the “0183” print-through perforated num- 

ber, which one might normally assume was the start of 

the film, but in order for that to be true, the film would 

have to be turned around and spliced head to tail with 

the assassination sequence and | cannot imagine any- 

one doing that (?). 
Secondly, we don’t know if Kodak Dallas spliced the 

home movie to the end of the assassination sequence in 
Dallas, contrary to procedure at Kodak. Certainly they 
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would not have spliced it on backwards. If so, they or 
someone did the same for the Jamieson copies. 

Undoubtedly due to the agitation developing among 
researchers insisting that the purportedly original film is 
a fake, the Department of Justice sent some of its people 

to take a look at the film at the National Archives. No 
conclusion was reached in a note for the file by Les 

Waffen, head of the NNSM at the Archives, in his two 

page report on this dated 30 October, 1996. He makes 

the same mistake Horne made on his film map. Even 

Les Waffen got SS No 2 going backwards when he wrote 
“Copy 2 is heavily spliced with film in segments, with 

family footage, then partial motorcade footage, leader, 

more family footage, then continuation of motorcade 
footage. In family footage segments, on edge is printed 

‘processed by Kodak Nov 1963’; printer notches evi- 

dent; overall color tones sharp, natural, better resolu- 

tion and overall quality than Copy 1.”’® Both Secret Ser- 

vice copies were cut in half by the Secret Service, we 

assume, and the limousine or assassination sequence 
was put at the front of both, rather than the home movie. 

More extensive rearranging was done with No. 2, as the 
Dealey Plaza bystander sequence and all but two of the 

motorcycle frames were placed later on the reel, so that 
the reel starts out with the last two motorcycle frames 
(131-132) followed by the assassination or limousine 

sequence. This is followed by the first Dealey Plaza scene 
of the bystanders (Zapruder’s friends, the Hesters, and 

his secretary, Marilyn Sitzman) and then the motorcycle 
sequence and the home movie. 

This same paper makes clear the distinction between 

“Time-Life copy 1 and copy 2 of Z film” that these are 
later generation and have no images in intersprocket 

areas. “Both copy 1 and copy 2 identical in length to 
original Z film, both have six frames missing with print- 

through of splice from original Z evidence.” 
Secret Service Copy No. 2 is actually longer than Copy 

No. 1 because it has 90 frames (13 1/2") at the start of 
the home movie more than No. 1. Copy No. 2 of the 
home movie of exposed frames is, therefore 33’8 1/4" 

long, not counting leaders at the end. This is too long. 
Somehow we are all being led around by the ring . 

through our noses. Horne thinks that Jamieson No. 3 is 
with Zapruder. Consider his footnotes on his 11 April, 

1997 missive on his examination of films at Silverberg’s 

office. Now he thinks he has it, and two days before he 

wrote a memo saying that “the third was noted to be 

‘unlocated’ in my April 9, 1997 memo titled ‘Examina- 

tion of Zapruder Film Original and Selected Copies at 
the National Archives.’ That mystery is now solved.” He 
ignores documentation that the National Archives has 
it. , 

Horne does-not list the item number so that we know. 
for sure whereof he speaks. He writes “Item No. 2 is a 

first-generation copy of the Zapruder film, in incomplete 

and badly damaged condition (Footnote here quoted 
above ending with “That mystery is now solved”). Its 

identification as a ‘first-day’ first generation copy is a 
certainty: the emulsion (or ‘dull’) side is ‘up’ when the 

frames are .. . “ This is no.proof of anything, and he is 

authenticating something backwards. He first tells us that 
there is a label on the can which reads “first generation 

dupe made from the original and turned over to Time 
Inc by Zapruder. Frames were cut out of this 8mm roll 

to replace damaged frames in making the work print. 
The first half of the assassination sequence, prior to the 

Stemmons Freeway sign, is missing; the remainder of 

the assassination sequence (side ’B’) is badly damaged— 
numerous tears, slices, actual breaks in the film, and 

ripped sprocket holes were observed, and had been re- 
paired previously using ordinary scotch tape. ... “ and 
then tells us on p. 2 that “although | did not observe 
either of the remaining (unused) unique, perforated num- 

bers—’0185' or ‘0187’—on this film in the processed 
film and carrier strip, there is no doubt in my mind that 

this is a bonafide first-generation, ‘first-day’ copy.” He 

failed to completely unroll the film, but believes it to be 
authentic because he also noted the Dallas edge print- 

ing “D NOV 63” on the Home Movie. ; 
The accession report of the N.A. dated 12 May, 1975, 

and then note the N.A.’s inventory dated 13 December, 

1996, p. 5. Note again on the Inventory (p. 5) that these 
are “duplicate copies made for the Secret Service by 
Time-Life, Inc. 59 feet. Copy 1 has a written note in the 
can on blue paper stating ‘original Secret Service copy 
of Zapruder film.’” ; 

The Kodak lab in Dallas could only develop Zapruder’s 
film, but not copy it. The Jamieson lab could, so Zapruder 

and his film were sent there. Doug Horne interviewed 
Frank Sloan, the manager of Jamieson Lab in Dallas, 

and was told that Robert Colley was the man who actu- 
ally operated the printer, which he believed was Bell & 
Howell's standard printer which Jamieson possessed (the 

Model J.) and not the custom mode! Jamieson built.’? 

He said that a contact printing process was used and he 

thought that any images in the intersprocket area of the 
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original film would have been copied onto unexposed 

film (we do not have images in that area on the assassi- 

nation or side B of the film, but we have them on the 

home movie side). He “suggested that one way to check 
whether the films in the Archives represented to be first- 

generation copies really are first-generation, would be 
as follows: since the Jamieson film Co. ran off contact 

prints, he said a first-generation contact print should be 

read “correctly” (i.e., not backwards) on the base side 

(i.e., the shiny side), not the emulsion side (i.e., the dull 

side).” This is the opposite of what we've been told. 
According to this, we don’t have and can’t have first 

generation copies, because the only way to read the films 

in the National Archives correctly is emulsion side up. 
Sloan recalled that Robert Colley operated the printer 

at Jamieson. He had no memory at all of signing the 

affidavit with his name on it the day of the assassina- 

tion. | have always wondered if these affidavits were 

prepared after the fact, and if they were forgeries of some 
kind. Zavada says that Colley told him that Marshall 
Collier operated the printer, and that it was the Bell & 

Howell Model J, which corroborates Sloan on both 

scores. Interestingly, his “current status and where- 
abouts—unknown’”?° Collier was just north of Enid, 

Oklahoma. Also, the affidavits have the type of film used 
entirely wrong—a crucial error. 

Sloan “did not believe that Jamieson’s custom-built 

one-of-a-kind 16 mm contact printer with 3 heads was 

used to copy the Zapruder film. Instead, he seemed 
fairly certain that a Bell and Howell commercially pro- 

duced, pedestal-mounted 16 mm contact printer was 
_ used to make the 3 prints of the Zapruder film; he con- 
firmed that the original film came into direct contact 

with the raw film stock, inside an aperture in the 16 mm 

printer, and that light from the illumination source shone 
directly onto the raw film stock immediately after pass- 

ing through the original film.” He was reasonably sure 

that the intersprocket area images would have been cop- 
ied onto the new copy from the original. He thought the 

commercial B & H printer could either copy the 
intersprocket images or not copy them depending on 
what was wanted. - 

Zavada’'s report to the ARRB tells us that the identify- 
ing number “0183” was perforated on the original film 

before it was processed.?' He indicates the same thing 
for the three Jamieson copies when they came back to 
Kodak: the numbers were perforated before the films 
were processed.” If true, all the numbers were put on 

original film stock before any leaders were spliced on. 
The “0186” is close to the end of the images on the 
home movie. 

But Zavada accidentally misled Robert Colley: “Fur- 

ther, the initial belief that the prints were printed ‘full 

aperture’, picture plus sound, also proved incorrect 

based on the examination of the images of the resulting 
prints.” This is an assumption based on what copies we 

have now, assuming they are the first generation copies. 
It is clear they are not. Why not let Colley examine them 
in the Archives? 

Jamieson recalled that Zapruder was accompanied by 

Secret Service or FBI agents when he came to the lab.” 
Both he and Sloan said that Zapruder went into the dark 

room to insure that no extra copies were made. Jamieson 
said that no test prints or extra prints were made. He 

said that the Kodachrome IIA film that Kodak sent over 
to him with Zapruder posed real problems for them be- 

cause it was “faster” than normal print film, and also 

presented color balance problems. Again, the affidavits 
are for a different type of film, maybe just a mistake that . 

hectic day, but one might think they were planted in the 

evidence just as easily. We already have other examples 
that look all too familiar. The Carl Belcher (of the De- 
partment of Justice) papers with regard to the autopsy 
photos are another example. 
Jamieson told the ARRB’s Horne, though, that he used 

his custom-made 16mm printer, not the standard Bell & 

Howell Model J. His custom model, which he built, used 

a contact printing process—not an optical printer. “That 

is, instead of the film image being copied after optically 
passing through a lens—as in an optical printer—dur- 
ing a contact printing process, such as Jamieson Film 

Company employed on its 16mm contact print machine, 
the emulsion on the original film product actually comes 
into contact with the blank film stock, a light is pro- 

jected through the original film, and the contact print is 

thus exposed.” He said this printer was literally a cus- 
tom-made product, “equipment we made ourselves.” 
He said it was much more sophisticated than what was 

required for the Zapruder job, because it was made for 

commercial applications.” Jamieson lab was in the pro- 

cess. of becoming an equipment manufacturer as the 

years went by, so Jamieson knew what he was doing. 

“1 explained to Mr. Jamieson that the original Zapruder 
film contains images between the sprocket holes, and 
asked him whether the prints made on his company’s 
contact printer would have had transferred to them the 
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image content between the sprocket holes on the origi- 
nal film. He paused a considerably amount of time be- 
fore carefully answering, as follows: ‘yes, | believe so. . 
. it is very likely.’ He then said that if the images be- 

tween the sprocket holes were transferred, that it would 
not have been through the picture aperture in the printer, 

but instead through the edge printer aperture. When |! 
informed Mr. Jamieson that.the Zapruder film first gen- 
eration copies in the National Archives did not have 

image content between the sprocket holes, he then ex- 
pressed some doubt about this earlier conclusion and 
said that the Jamieson film lab printing machine may, 

after all, not have transferred this portion from the origi- 
nal, depending on how it was set up.””4 

But the home movie portion of the film does have the 

sprocket hole images, so Horne’s forgetfulness misled 
the witness. True, we don’t have them in the assassina- 

tion sequence, but that might have been a product of 

another technical problem entirely. Like a house of cards, 

the record of how the copies were made began to col- 

_ lapse because Horne did not mention that there were 

sprocket hole images carried over from the main frame 
in the home movie, that pretty much the entire scene 
Zapruder’s lens captured was copied on the home movie. 

Why not on the assassination sequence? 

In other words, it is possible that Jamieson’s printing 

process should and did transfer the full images—if they 

were on the original as we now see them—meaning his 

copies are gone. That is, if the original assassination se- 
quence is not a fabrication— blown up and reframed 

from the original. 

Daryll Weatherly noticed a curious anomaly on Feb- 
ruary 24, 1998 when we were in the film labs and he 

commented that a “partial copy” of the film (listed by 

the N.A. as 65 JFK 08, which was a succeeding genera- 
tion from SS No. 2 (0186 was printed on it) and which 

had the emulsion side down), that the home movie, 

which had no intersprocket areas, was a second or third 

generation. “It is curious that it had edge prints, possi- 

bly multiple, but no intersprocket images (Weatherly).” 

I don’t recall if they were manufacturer’s codes, pro- 

cessing lab printing, or both. 

Ghosts 

One of the troubling aspects in the film was some- 
thing I noticed many years ago on the slides made from 

the frames of the motorcade sequence by Life: ghost 

images in the intersprocket areas on the left side of the 

frame. This seemed to occur twice during the motor- 

cade. The first time, an image of a motorcycle’s right 
front fender and wheel appears for a number of frames 
in the upper right half of the intersprocket area above 

the image of the limousine as though it is flying. This 
motorcycle does not appear in the main frame’s picture 
itself but certainly was the motorcycle closest behind 
the right rear fender of the limousine. Apparently it is a 
refracted or reflected image from the claw mechanism 
of the camera, or from some other part, and seems to 

belong to an adjoining frame. One can see this image 
in Vol. 18 of the Warren Report and Hearings in many 

of the frames reproduced there. 

Dr. David Mantik comments that Zavada claims that 
the ghost image is exposed at the same time as the pre- 

ceding central image (see the aperture plate). “ 1 don’t 

think his explanation works for all these ghost images, 
though.” 

Evidently, no one ever commented on the second ghost 

image in the motorcade sequence which appears to- 

ward the end, after the fatal head shot, as the car comes 

close to the tunnel beneath the triple overpass. | see 
another ghost image of the stockade fence in the upper 
right portion of the intersprocket area, which goes black 
or opaque. This is the place where | am certain a shooter 
fired from the storm drain at the juncture of that fence 

with the cement balustrade of the bridge (where in the 
films we see many people run and are stopped by those 

obstacles after the shooting). It is disturbing to me that 
throughout the motorcade sequence we have more or 

less perfect (except for the ghost images described above) 

images in the intersprocket areas continuous with the 
central frame image we see projected on the screen, 

and these disappear completely when the camera is 
aimed at the corner on the west end of Dealey Plaza 

where there had to have been the shooter on the “Grassy 
Knoll.” | cannot believe that there ever was a shooter in . 

the position of “badge man” or anywhere near Zapruder’s 
pedestal just behind him and the wooden fence. The 
shooter was another 100-150 feet to the West, but still 

behind the fence on the Knoll. 
Again, without the third copy and without the camera 

original home movie, we cannot determine very much, 

and in this the ARRB failed miserably, thanks to the ri- 
gidity of the Zapruder family who feel the pressure hold- 
ing on to their cash cow reputed to be the “hoax of the 
century.” The original home movie was very essential to 
decoding the forgery. Where is it? 
What we ended up with from the ARRB, and the Na- 
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ional Archives on the Zapruder film and its copies is 
he military’s “limited hang-out,” as Victor Marchetti once 

' teld us the House Select Committee on Assassinations 

‘would do twenty years before when they found that there 

had been a conspiracy in the assassination because they 
had evidence of the shooter on the Grassy Knoll. On 

balance the HSCA investigation had to have been one 

of the most dishonest in history in terms of their final 
report, considering what they had really learned from 
the autopsy doctors. 

That was something they dare not listen to. 
The Camera 

On December 4, 1963, The FBI interviewed Zapruder 

and he told them that after he had shot the first 25 feet 
of film, (author's note: this is known as the “home movie”) 

which appears to be in his backyard, ending inside a 

house or a building with a shot of a woman, he reversed 

the film and “shot a few feet on November 22, 1963, at 

the park area of some girls who work in his office, prior 

to the arrival of the Presidential motorcade. He stated 

his camera was fully wound, was set, manually, on maxi- 

. mum zoom-lens. The camera was set to take normal 

speed movie film or 24 frames per second. The contro! 

buttons for the zoom-lens were not touched once he 

started taking photographs of the Presidential motorcade. 

“Zapruder stated that he first picked up the motorcade 
as it made the turn on to Elm Street from Houston Street. 
The motorcade then passed behind a street directional! 

sign and from that point on until it disappeared from 
sight to him right, or the west, he was taking moving 

pictures of the President's car. He stated that he had 

started taking pictures prior to the first shot being fired 

and continued taking pictures until the motorcade dis- 
appeared to his right. . . He stated he took the exposed 
film immediately to the Jamieson Film Company on 

Bryan Street.” Jamieson is not Kodak, and first he went 

to the Dallas Morning News, then to WFAA-TV. 

The FBI agent, Robert Barrett, failed to clarify a few 
key points. Was the camera turned on or off during the 
motorcade (we have a major break in the action be- 
tween frames 132 and 133)? And, the camera only shot 
some 18 frames per second at normal speed and he has 
it at 24 frames. Bell & Howell rated the shutter speed at 
18.3 fps. We cannot gauge the speed of the car and the 
time lapse between visible shots without knowing how 

fast the camera was going. If the camera was moving at 
24 frames per second, there was 30% less time for the 
shooting and the car to move from point to point, than — 

at 18 frames per second. One shooter could not fire 
three shots fast enough for the rifle, if the camera was 
running at 24 frames per second. Some so-called “time 
clock of the assassination!” 

Bell & Howell's own instruction sheet for their “Di- 
rector Series” 8 mm Model 414-414P camera states that 
the normal camera speed when running was 16 frames 

per second, but later agreed with the FBI tests (after con- 
ducting their own) that the camera ran at 18.5 frames 

per second. This meant that the shutter speed was 1/ 

35th of a second. The slow motion speed was 48 frames 

per second, or 1/100 of a second for shutter speed. Dif- 

fering speeds were obtained by pressure downwards on 

the starting button which had four positions, including 
the top position was for single frame exposure. How the 
figure of 24 frames per second got into the equation is 

beyond my knowledge. The speed otherwise was not 
variable. 

Bell & Howell had obtained the camera back from 
Zapruder and in 1966 donated it to the National Ar- 

chives. Now that we have so many questions about this 
film, the camera is crucial for some of the questions. 

Why has it been put out of reach in Dallas when it be- 
longs in the National Archives for us to study? 
Malcolm Townsley, a former Bell & Howell engineer, 

worked with Roland Zavada on his quest to learn more 

about their 1962-3 camera, and the Model J. printer used 
by Jamieson, if that is what he in fact used. Townsley, in 

his letter of 20 of April, 1998, endeavored to answer 

some of the questions. First he says that “there is noth- 
ing out of the expected range in all of the displays which 

you have shown me. Every artifact which you have 
shown me is consistent with the structure of the camera 

and its lens.” So how come he ignores the absence of 
over-exposure in Z 133?! He addressed the over-exposed 

frame which we see at the start of each scene on the 

film: “It is due to inertia in the camera mechanism. It is 

a phenomenon with which every camera designer is 

familiar and expends a considerable design effort to 
minimize. 

“The ‘ghosts’ are surely caused by incidental internal 

reflections in the interior of the gate area, and, as you 
‘pointed out, double exposure in the area outside the 

frame which provides room for the travel of the shuttle 
tooth. If one were to remove the gate arm so as to have 
access to the aperture area, and examine the space with 
a periscope magnifier, one might even be able to see 

the actual reflecting surfaces which caused the inciden- 
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tal exposure.”?5 

For some reason, Zavada suggested to Townsley that 

the camera was shifted into slow motion speed at the 
time of the first shot. What gave Zavada a reason to 
think that? The slow speed of the car? “It seemed to me 
that shifting into slow motion required a significant ex- 
tra push on the starting button.” 

“There is one ‘fact’ which you have cited in your analy- 

sis which | think bears checking. You report that the ex- 
posed field is smaller for the wide angle lens setting. In 
fact, the frames which | saw which seemed to show this 

effect, do not, in my opinion show this at all.” In his 

letter of 25 August, 1998, Townsley says that Zavada 

had listed two significant characteristics of the Secret 
Service prints: septum line and different densities (note: 

one film is lighter than the other). It seems to me that the 
fact that the area between perforations is not printed in 
the ‘assassination’ half of the film is important, because 

this area in the original contains information which may 
be of interest. The septum line occurs only in the other 

‘strand’ of the film, the first exposed half, with the fam- 

ily scenes. When we come to the discussion of the printer 

aperture and the septum line, my conclusion is quite 
different from your text. 

“My conclusion would be that the printer was threaded 
with the edge of the film corresponding to the second 

‘assassination’ half placed on the sprocket flange, so that 

the sprocket flange itself limits the printed area. This edge 
is sharply defined in the Secret Service prints, as it would 

be with the base side of the original in contact with the 
sprocket, and is in line with the end of the perforation 

radius, which is about where ! think I remember the 

film was guided to pass over the sprocket. 

“The other half of the film, with the first exposures of 

the family scenes, is printed, with a ‘septum’ just at the 
inner edge of the perforations. You cite records of 16mm 

Model J printers with a wire in this position. | therefore 

conclude that the two Secret Service prints were made 
with the ‘second’ edge on the sprocket flange, and the 

sound and picture aperture, probably with a wire sep- 
tum. 

“It is your understanding that a third copy, the second 

of three prints, is in the possession of Time-Life (Authors 

note: this is in error and the feeling is that the film is in 

the possession of Zapruder’s son, though | found evi- 

dence that it might be at the National Archives). The fact 

that the two Secret Service prints are similar, with the 

area between perforations masked, would indicate that 

the original was rewound after each printing pass, or 

that it was not rewound at all. If the original was not 
rewound, then the Time-Life print will show the area 

beyond the normal frame, with the septum line. Unfor- 
tunately, | am afraid that normal procedure, and quite 
firm habit, would have been to rewind the original.” 

As for the edge printing on the film strip, Townsley 
writes that “I find it far fetched to believe that Jamieson 

would have threaded up an edge printing attachment to 

make this print, even if there was one on the printer, 

and | would need to see some specifics on an edge print- 
ing attachment to believe that it would expose the en- 

tire area of the edge and the perforations. Edge printing © 

with the normal light pipe exposure unit would have 

exposed only the area beyond the sprocket flange.” To 

which side? : 
Then Townsley ‘deals with the issue of the ghosts of 

the motorcycle policeman seen in the upper right hand 

corner of the intersprocket image seen to the left of the 

central frame in each of numerous frames of the motor- 
cade assassination sequence. He says, “! have made a 

further review of my thinking on the double exposure, 
and concur that there is a double exposure in the lim- 
ousine scene of the Zapruder original. The small, arc- 
shaped areas just above the perforation, as the film is 

examined with the image in the inverted position as it 
would be in the camera, may be from the portion of the 
lens image to the near side of the rear of the limousine.” 

Townsley failed to notice that the “arc-shaped” image is 

the front fender of a motorcycle that is completely out 
of place in the whole picture, floating above the limou- 

sine, but clearly is a complete image of the front of a 
motorcycle captured on film by light (the image) reflected 
off some surface in the mechanism. 

The duplicating printer used by Jamieson and nearly 

everyone else was primarily designed for 16mm film, . 

but it could print Double 8mm (16mm) film such as 

Zapruder used, before it was slit in half. The printer also 
would copy the soundtrack and edge prints from the 

16mm film, but 8mm film did not- have a soundtrack. 

Apparently the soundtrack was only on one side of the 

film, so the printer was designed with special mecha- 
nisms on one side to copy that. The argument is made 
that the reason why the copies of the Zapruder film not 
have processing lab identification and intersprocket area 

images on the motorcade side of the film is that it was 
on the wrong side of the printer’s sprocket. But this does 
not seem to answer all the questions because of the sep- 
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tum line that showed up on the “home movie.” 

The septum line was suspicious because some might 

think it was a joiner where the forged film was melded 
to the old edge printing, and also because it seemed too 
unique to be a legitimate copy. 
Roland Zavada attempted to duplicate the septum line 

we see on some test prints from 8mm film, and was 

unable to do so. “How did the family pictures side of 
the double 8mm—16mm wide—unsilit original, the cam- 

era captured between-perforation image information 

become partially printed?”26 He then comments “It is 
highly unlikely that anyone, at that time, would be aware 

that the image extension into the perforation area would 

be of importance.” This comes after a discussion of the 
soundtrack area of the film and the fact that it was not 

needed in the silent movie Zapruder apparently shot?” 

(if this is a fact, it is not yet proven to me, though | don’t 

assume that the film had sound and don’t see anything 
in the camera manual that indicates it recorded sound 
on the film). 

Zavada draws the conclusion that “in the thread-up 

original, the motorcade images were located on the 
soundtrack side of the 16mm printer aperture and the 
‘picture-only’ setting was selected.” He bases this on 
several assumptions, including “that is what Jamieson 

believes; the fact that Jamieson recognized that there is 
no soundtrack area on a double-8mm original—would 
not logically consider printing (exposing) the sound track 
area; Further, a printer operator might have been con- 

cerned that 8mm perforation holes would be positioned 
over the soundtrack area of the printer aperture without 

"a mechanism for protecting the picture area. If the 

soundtrack area were illuminated, the perforation holes 

would have permitted unobstructed light to reach the 
print film with some risk of fog into the adjacent area of 

the print.’”* Yet, this is what I think.we see through much 
or all of the home movie when there is an apparent white 

rectangle,-a little smaller, but in the shape of a sprocket 

hole, attendant to the actual sprocket hole in the film in 
the Secret Service copies. This fact may entirely negate 

the conclusions drawn above. Mizzer feels that the im- 

age of a sprocket hole is strictly a product of the cam- 
era. 

“The remaining question is how did the family pic- 
tures side of the double 8mm—1 6mm wide—unsilit origi- 
nal, the camera captured between-perforation image in- 
formation become partially printed? The edge print im- 
age quality was a good match for intensity and color 

balance to the picture image. Our belief is that this was 
accomplished by an edge print or footage printer light 

(adjacent to, but outboard the printer sprocket or by a 

separate footage/edge mark printer with an independent — 
light source). In either case the light source and printing 

configuration left a thin black (no exposure) septum 
line.”29 
There were, of course, technical difficulties in attempt- 

ing to use old equipment, and they were unable to lo- 

cate Jamieson’s printer. 

Zavada ends his report on the Septum Line Study with 

the comment that the Kodachrome II A film sent over 

from the Dallas lab to Jamieson to make copies of the 

Zapruder film “was not designed as a camera film for 
commercial reproduction, but rather had proper visual 

contrast for direct viewing. When a camera film is re- 
produced onto a camera film, significant contrast builds 

up with an attendant loss of tonal range, often with sig- 
nificant shifts in color reproduction (i.e. the films have 

been ‘asked’ to do a job they were not designed to do.) 
The 1963 film process combination had a greater op- 

portunity to yield good quality than our practical test. 
The Secret Service copies attest to this fact. .. We were 
very impressed at the tremendously effective retention 

of resolution through three generations of contact print- 
ing. .. We doubt, therefore, that the Secret Service cop- 

‘ies are first and third generation, but rather both are first 
generation with significant density differences (as noted 

above).”*° Here, his use of the term “first generation” 
means copies made from the camera original. Very in- 

consistent, all this! It doesn’t explain this last muddled 
- sentence about doubting they are “first and third gen- 
eration,” however. 

| wonder if it was possible to sandwich two blank films 

together while copying from the original? This might 
explain the great density difference in the two Secret 

Service films, if it was technically feasible to make two 

copies at once. I’m sure the first response by someone 

in the film industry hearing this would be to dismiss the 
idea. Perhaps because the printer might not be able to 

accommodate two films together like that, along with 
the original. But the contact printer certainly accom- 
modated two films in contact with each other when ex- 

posing each frame to make one copy. Could it make 

two copies at once, in a pinch? For those with more 

interest in the density problem, Zavada approaches the 
question in Part 3 of his report, “Print Density Differ- 
ences of First Generation Copies.”3" 
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He writes, “I’m sure the reader is aware that our at- 

tempt to exactly replicate the 1963 Jamieson produced 
septum line has not been successful.”32 He consulted 

Ted Farmer about the septum line who had the idea that 
there had been a fine wire soldered into the aperture 

area, but then he modified that thought. Jamieson also 

said that his lab had never soldered a wire in a printer 
aperture. “We agreed that the characteristics of the sep- 
tum favored the printing sprocket modification. The 

manual and Kodak’s Model J provided for a milled-out 

slot and this approach would best account for the match- 
ing image density in the perforation area of the family 
pictures.” 

Meanwhile, everyone was trying to find other film 

copies on 8mm that had a similar septum line. One was 

found, and it was Jamieson who conveniently found it: 

“Bruce provided an additional Kodachrome film clip 

made about four years earlier showing a similar septum 

line .. . This sample ensures that the septum seen on the 

Secret Service copies was not unique.”** It was evidence, 
but thin evidence. “Conclusion: The Jamieson film 

company’s equipment produced the septum line seen 

on the Secret Service copies; The exact modification to 
the Model J printer to produce the narrow ‘perf-to-perf 

septum line’ has not been determined; The occurrence 
of the septum was not unique to copies made Novem- 
ber 22, 1963; Two highly probable approaches discussed 

above could have produced the septum.” 
Zavada then discusses the fact that there is a major 

difference in density between the two Secret Service films 
and what the possible causes are. He thinks that be- 

cause the hue is similar, the “difference is primarily 
printer light intensity while maintaining the same filter 
pack. The difference in density is significant—more than 

one would expect from a printer operator trying to 
‘bracket’ a presumed correct exposure. However, it is 

possible that three different light levels were chosen— 

and that the copies Agent Sorrels received were the 
bracketed high and Jow and that Time-Life received the 
nominal. Examination of the Time-Life generation print 

is needed: to confirm successive head, or heads and 
tails printing orientation; and to compare the time-Life 

print density to the Secret Service copies.”6 But he was 

unable to get Henry Zapruder and his lawyer, Jamie 

Silverberg, to agree. 

Zavada makes one final comment that Josiah Thomp- 

son, the author, had worked with Time-Life and had. 

noted in his book, Six Seconds In Dallas, that his obser- 

vations of the first generation copy which they had 
bought along with the original showed it to be ‘infinitely 
brighter and clearer’ than the original now in the Na- 
tional Archives.” No explanation is offered as to why 
this should be. 

The Justice Department asked the LMH company, 

which is the Zapruder family, to allow a study to be 
made of the third Jamieson copy. As of this writing, the - 
issue has not been resolved. 
“Our initial trials on Kodak's old Model J printer proved 

that we could not replicate Jamieson’s septum line char- 

acteristics and placement. . . “3” 

| wonder why? TO BE CONTINUED 
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by 
Jerry D. Rose 

Several years ago, my research focussed on a num- 
ber of instances of apparent forgery in the documents 
used to identify Lee Harvey Oswald and identify him 
with the assassination of President Kennedy. Among 
others, I tried to raise questions about his employ- 
ment application at the TSBD [1], his 1963 passport 
application [2], his letter to the Soviet embassy on 
November 1, 1963 [3], his “Hidell” identification 
cards [4] and much more. Taken together, this research 
provides the basis, | believe, of a somewhat plausible 
thesis to the effect that, after the assassination, there 
was a massive and largely effective project of forging 
these documents in an “Oswald” handwriting, with a 
few “slip-ups” in the operation like the apocrypal 
“non-Oswald” signatures on one of his post-arrest fin- 
gerprint cards [5], his “O.H. Lee” signature on the 
tenants’ registry at 1026 N. Beckley [6] and the sig- 
nature attesting his receipt of pay from the Texas School 
Book Depository [7] In this article | hope to increase 
somewhat the credibility of this “extreme” interpreta- 
tion by looking with the reader at anomalies in other 
Oswald identity documents. 
HISTORIC DIARY 

Beginning in October, 1959, Oswald presumably 
kept a running diary of his experiences in the Soviet 
Union: his would-be defection, disillusionment, mar- 
riage, attempts to return to the United States, etc. [8] 
This “diary” made excellent copy for the tabloid maga- 
zines and was “evidence” for Oswald’s handwriting 
and much else, especially his political naivete and 
his lifelong difficulty in spelling. 
The authenticity of this diary as a record of Oswald’s 

stay in the Soviet Union is open to the gravest doubt. 
In the first place, the diary contains the biographical 
“mistakes” that plague the Oswald documentation. 

Jerry D. Rose 

State University College 
Fredonia, NY 14063 
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In that document, it will be seen that he makes the 

“same mistake on his wedding date (April 31) that he 

made on his passport application, accentuating his: 
consciousness of what he was doing by listing April 

1-30 as the period of his whirlwind courtship of Ma- 
rina and the 31st as the wedding date. Describing his 

visit to the American Embassy in Moscow in Octo- 

ber, 1959, he refers to John McVickar as “now head 

consular” when in fact McVickar did not assume that — 

position until 1961. [9] Also, as Summers points out, 

Oswald records his pay in Russian new rubbles, al- 
though the revaluation of the ruble did not occur un- 

til a year after the pay period in question. [10] 
As though such mistakes were not problems enough 

for the diary’s authenticity, the handwriting experts of 

the House Select Committee had one other disquiet- 
ing bit of news. The diary was not, in their opinion 

written over the period of time—nearly two years— 
that it supposedly covered, but in one or two “sit- 
tings.” [11] The same handwriting experts authenti- 

cated the diary as in Oswald’s handwriting, so we are 
apparently expected to believe that he fabricated a 
diary in this fashion. For once | can almost be con- 
vinced by an “official” account of events; one can 

assign a possible motive for Oswald’s action. Appar- 
ently he made several attempts to write a book on his 
Russian experiences, and he gave at least one formal 

talk (at the Jesuit seminary in Mobile, Alabama) on 

this subject. [12] This one-or-two sitting diary could 
have been Oswald's “notes” from which books and 
lectures could be prepared, and the mistakes were 
based on his own imperfect recall. Were | not aware 
of so many other Oswald “mistakes” on so many other 
documents with absolutely no self-serving motives in- 

volved, | think | should join in the universal assump- 
tion that the historic diary is at least in Oswald’s hand- 

writing, however defective it might be as a record of 
events. With so much other material in the same hand- 
writing so suspect, one must include the historic di- 

ary among the roster of possibly forged Oswald docu- 

ments. ) 
NOTEBOOK 

Police who searched Oswald's residences on No- 
vember 22 and 23 allegedly found a notebook in 

Oswald's handwriting. [13] The book contained many 

personal phone numbers and notes to himself, as well 

as such bombshells as the name, address, phone and 

license plate numbers of FBI agent James Hosty, the - 

unlisted telephone number of General Edwin A. 

Walker and the name and address of a leading Nazi 
functionary in New York City. Although the appear- 

ance of these and other items in the book are myste- 
rious, | am willing to believe that most of the entries 
were written by Oswald himself at some point. The 

question is whether the notebook was, like the his- 
toric diary and much else might have been, copied 
from original Oswald documents into the handwrit- 

ing of the Oswald forger. Is there any evidence of 
this? . . 
One suspicious circumstance about the notebook 

is that it was not released from the DPD to the FBI 
until November 27. [14] Although the tardy delivery 
of “physical evidence” to the FBI was not all that un- 
common, there seems to be a method in the pattern 
of items initially withheld from the FB]. [15] There are 

suspicions at least that either the item in question had 
not been “fabricated” until after November 22; [16] 

or else that local or federal authorities may have “im- 
proved” it in the direction of increased incrimination 

of Oswald. 
The above is sheer speculation, of course. One in- 

triguing circumstance, suggestive of forgery, is a mat- 
ter of fact and public record. When Oswald was ar- 

rested in New Orleans on August 9, 1963 after a street 
scuffle with anti-Castro Cuban exiles, he was inter- 

viewed by a New Orleans police Lieutenant, Frances 
Martello. [17] At 3 A.M. on November 23 a Secret 

Service agent, Adrian Vial, called Martello and asked 
him to review his file on Oswald. [18] Later that day, 

Vial was given an interesting item that Martello found 
in the Oswald file: a 2" by 3" slip of paper containing 

a number of phone numbers, unexplained other num- 

bers, names of Oswald acquaintances, some words 

. in Russian and a list of sizes of different items of cloth- 

ing. Martello explained that this slip of paper was 

found on Oswald's person at his arrest and that he 
had inadvertently failed to return it to Oswald on his 

release and had put it in his office file on Oswald. 

Before relinquishing his slip of paper to Vial, Martello 

made a copy of the entries in his own handwriting. 
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Martello’s “copy,” reproduced here, was entered as a 
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tries in the notebook: for example, the strange list of 

sizes of different clothing items. [22] It would thus 
appear that, for some unfathomable reason, Oswald 
had copied items from his notebook onto the slip of 

paper prior to his August 9 arrest. The peculiarities of 

Oswald’s behavior at the time of his arrest have fre- 
quently been commented upon. [23] For none of the 
possible explanations of what Oswald was “up to” at 

the time does Martello’s slip of paper make any sense. 
There is no easy explanation to the riddle of 

Martello’s slip of paper. One possibility worth con- 
sidering is that Oswald did not copy this material from 
his notebook; but that the notebook was copied us- 
ing information from the slip of paper and from other 
sources. It would be interesting, indeed, to have hand- 
writing experts’ determination of whether the note- 
book was, like the historic diary, prepared in one or 

two “sittings” rather than across the interval of time 
that one ordinarily requires to fill a book of addresses 
and phone numbers. [24] If the book was written in 
that fashion it is possible that Oswald himself did the 
relevant “sitting” as | indicated may have happened 
in the case of the historic diary. However one can- 
not, | think, assign any more credible motive for 

Oswald's copying information from slips of paper into 
a notebook than one can understand why he might 
have copied information from the book onto a slip of 

paper. On the other hand, one can understand that 
document forgers would use such trivia as sources of 
information that “should” be in Oswald’s notebook. 

This interpretation could also make some sense of 
Lt. Martello’s apparently strange behavior with refer- 
ence to the slip of paper. The relevant questions are: 
(1) Why did he make a handwritten copy before turn- 

ing it over to the Secret Service? and (2) Why did he, 

as Weisberg notes, make such a point of putting cop- 
ies of the slip of paper into the hands of the Secret 
Service, the FBI and the Warren Commission, all three 

of which agencies displayed no apparent interest in 
this “information’—until the Commission’s belated 
interest in September, 1964? 

Could it be that, in the 12 hours between Vial’s re- 

quest for material from Oswald’s file and his turning 

over of the paper, Martello saw samples of “Oswald’s” 
handwriting in a newspaper (several newspapers were 

running on the assassination weekend such examples 
of Oswald writing as his letter to John Connally re- 
questing help in reversing his undesirable discharge - 
from the Marines) or elsewhere and could likewise 

see that the handwriting was not that on the slip of . 
paper in his Oswald file? If so, Martello may have 
smelled a rat: discerned the outlines of a possible 
Oswald frame-up. Martello testified to the Warren 
Commission that, based on his rather amicable inter- 
view with Oswald in August, he would have “bet my 
head on a chopping block” that Oswald would not 
have killed the President. [25] In that state of mind on 

November 23, he may have been amenable to doubts 
about the developing official case against Oswald; 
and he may accordingly have taken a self-protective 
action in handcopying the slip of paper. He may have 
suspected—as may actually have happened—that the 
Secret Service would destroy the original piece of 
paper. He may have feared—as has not happened 
yet—that investigators would treat such apparent de- — 
struction as evidence of a frame-up conspiracy. If he 
had such suspicions and fears, his copying of the note 
could serve to detach him from the conspiracy; he 
could show that he at least had tried to preserve in- 
formation that was doomed to destruction. 

If this speculation has any validity, one may won- 
der why Martello did not protect himself by blowing 
the whistle on the whole conspiracy, retaining a pho- 
tocopy of the slip of paper which would expose any 
later forgery of its contents. The answer to this is fairly 
obvious: if Martello were astute enough to smell a 
conspiracy, he was probably knowledgable enough 
about law enforcement agencies to know that the ex- 
posure of a police fraud can be dangerous to the health 
of the exposer. The man who would have, in retro- 

spect, “bet his head” that Oswald would not have been 

an assassin may understandably have not been will- 
ing to risk his life when the very real possibility of the 
“chopping block” was presented to his mind. 
What of Martello’s later insistence on displaying his 

copy of the slip of paper to federal authorities? This 

may have been some combination of: (1) a public 
display of disengagement of himself from any frame- 

up conspiracy that might surface; (2) a self-protective 
demonstration to the feared police agencies (Secret 
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Service and FBI) that his was only a harmless person- 
ally-copied version of the slip of paper and not a pho- 
tocopy which, if it existed and were exposed, would 
blow the whistle on the forgery operation; and (3) 
Martello’s subtle way of trying to “say something” to 
the Warren Commission that he could not say openly 
for fear of his life. Probing questions by Commission 
counsel about the circumstances of his finding, copy- 
ing and turning over the slip of paper could have al- 
lowed the Commission to nibble around the edges of 
a frame-up conspiracy. If this was Martello’s “game” 
in promoting his slip of paper, it failed as completely 
as a similar game that may have been played by Jack 
Ruby. Ruby gave the Commission broad hints that it 
could “get more out of me” on sensitive topics. [26] 
He was to learn, to his apparent dismay, that his testi- 
mony was a hot potato that the Commission hoped to 
toss aside as soon as possible. Lieutant Martello and 
his slip of paper seem to have received the same brush- 
off treatment. When the Commission was apparently 
finally forced by some process to confront that hot 
potato during the twilight of its existence in Septem- 
ber, 1964, it “completed its files” on the matter but 
hardly completed a decent investigation of it. 
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Meeting Logistics 

Date: 07/14/97 
Agecny Name: Witnesses/Consultants 
Attendees: Homer McMahon, Jeremy Gunn, Doug Horne, Michelle Combs, and Marie 

Fagnant 

Topic: ARRB Interviewed Homer McMahon 

Summary of the Meeting 

ARRB staff followed up its June 9, 1997 telephonic initial assessment interview of Mr. McMahon with 

an in-depth, in-person interview at Archives I! during which the original working notes from NPIC anda 
surviving photographic briefing board could be used as exhibits to test the recollections of the witness. 

The interview was audiotaped; therefore, this meeting report will only recount substantive highlights of the 
interview. . (All statements which read as if they were "facts" are actually Mr. McMahon's recounting of 
events as he remembers them in 1997.) 

Mr. McMahon was manager of the NPIC (National Photo Interpretation Center) color lab in 1963. 
About two days after the assassination of President Kennedy, but before the funeral took place, a Secret 

Service agent named "Bill Smith” delivered an amateur film of the assassination to NPIC and requested 
that color prints be made of frames believed associated with wounding ("frames in which shots occurred"), 
for purposes of assembling a briefing board. Mr. Smith did not explain who the briefing boards would be 
for, or who would be briefed. The only persons who witnessed this activity (which McMahon described as 
an “all night job") were USSS agent Smith, Homer McMahon, and Ben Hunter (McMahon's assistant). 

Although no materials produced were stamped with classification markings, Smith told McMahon that the 
subject matter was to be treated as “above top secret;" McMahon said that not even his supervisor was 

allowed to know what he had worked on, nor was his supervisor allowed to participate. Smith told 
McMahon that he had personally picked up the film (in an undeveloped condition from the man who 
exposed it) in Dallas, flown it to Rochester, N.Y. (where it was developed by Kodak), and then flown it 

down to NPIC in Washington so that enlargements of selected frames could be made on NPIC's 

state-of-the-art equipment. 
After the film (either an unslit original or possibly a duplicate) was viewed more than once on a 16 mm 

projector in a briefing room at NPIC, the original (a double-8 mm unslit original) was placed in a 10X20X40 
precision enlarger, and 5" X 7" format internegatives were made from selected frames. A full-immersion 
“wet-gate" or liquid gate process was used on the original film to reduce refractivity of the film and 
maximize the optical quality of the intemegatives. Subsequently, three each 5" X 7" contact prints were 
made from the internegatives. He recalled that a minimum of 20, and a maximum of 40 frames were 
duplicated via internegatives and prints. All prints, internegatives, and scraps were turned over to Bill 
Smith at the conclusion of the work. Some working notes were created on a yellow legal pad, and they 
were turned over also. At the conclusion of the work, McMahon said he knew that briefing boards were 
going to be constructed at NPIC from the prints, but he did not participate in that, and did not know who 

did. McMahon stated definitively that at no point did NPIC reproduce the assassination movie (the 
Zapruder film) as a motion picture; all NPIC did was produce internegatives and color prints of selected 

still frames. : 
Although the process of selecting which frames depicted events surrounding the wounding of 

Briefing Board Panels (4): McMahon looked at the 28 photographs on all four briefing board panels, 
and said that he had made all of them; he also said that some were missing. | asked him which types of 
images that he had produced he thought were missing, and he said he thought motorcade images from 
prior to frame 188 (i.e., earlier in the motorcade, before the limousine disappeared behind the roadsign) 
were the photographs he produced which were not on the briefing board panels. He said it looked to him 
like the prints he had produced had been trimmed, i.e., made smaller. END


